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Chapter 1
The Flying Scroll: Counterfeit Universal Law
The prophet and priest Zechariah’s ministry began over 2500 years ago i n 520
B.C. during the construction of the Second Temple when Zerubbabel governed
Israel and Joshua was Israel’s high priest. The word of the Lord which Zechariah
delivered related not only to the rebuilding of the temple in his day, but also to
that day when the Lord would return to Jerusalem in power and glory to
consume the kingdom of Antichrist and establish himself as King on e arth for
1000 years.
Zechariah 5 includes the 6 th and 7th visions received and recorded by Zechariah.
The visions appear to be received at the same time since there is no separation
indicated concerning the time they were received by Zechariah.
Zechariah 5:3-6 indicates that the two visions may be intertwined. Zechariah 5:5 6 explain that it’s an ephah that goeth forth through a ll the earth. Zechariah 5:3
had previously stated that the curse goeth forth over the face of the whole. Both
the ephah and the curse have a global impact which could indicate the two
visions are linked.
The language used in the visions is intended to be interpreted metaphorically.
The Holy Spirit used symbolic language that Zechariah could understand to
represent future things that he wouldn’t be able to comprehend if they were
literally described. Words like ephah, talent of lead, the woman, weight of l ead,
the mouth, wind was in their wings and wings like a stork are metaphors used to
describe unknown future things in symbolic terms that Zechariah could
understand.
The time of the fulfillment of these visions is unspecified. Since the fulfillment of
the prophecy includes global destruction and many of Zechariah’s prophecies
were apocalyptic, there’s no reason to believe that these two visions can’t be
related to that day when the Lord would return.
Chapter 5 begins with a description of a flying ro ll seen by Zechariah. The 30’
long by 15’ wide flying roll is said by the angel speaking to the prophet to
represent the curse that goeth forth over the face of the whole earth. (Zechariah
5:1-3)
Does this flying roll represent the two tables of God’s la w?
Traditionally, the flying roll has been said to represent God’s law. This
conclusion is logical based upon a surface correl ation of scriptural cross
references such as Psalm 40:7 and I Kings 6:3 with Zechariah 5:1 -3. For the

following reasons, however, I believe that the roll doesn’t represent God’s law.
1. Scripture doesn’t explicitly state that the flying roll represents God’s law.
As a result, there‘s no biblical mandate to dogmatically assert that it does.
Zechariah 5:3 clearly states that the flying roll represents the global curse.
2. God’s law isn’t described in negative terms as a curse i n scripture.
The flying roll is clearly said to be the curse that goeth forth over the face of the
whole earth. (Zechariah 5:3) It’s true that those rejecting the law are under a
curse (Galatians 3:10). Disregard of God’s covenant will cause God to impre cate
or invoke the curse upon lawbreakers. The law itself, however, isn’t a curse.
God’s law remains as it’s described in Romans 7:12: holy, just and good.
Counterfeit Universal Law
Webster’s American Dictionary of the English Language defines counterfe it as
“made in imitation of something else, with a view to defraud.“ Zechariah 5:3 -4
teach that adherents to the teaching of thi s flying scroll live deceitfully in the
name of the Lord. In other words, they‘re faith in the Lord is counterfeit.
Is it possible that the flying roll represents another law besides God’s law; a
counterfeit global or Universal Law?
Most definitely! Consider that the dimensions of the flying roll correspond with
the dimensions of the porch of King Solomon’s temple. (1 Kings 6:1 -3)
Logically, the common dimensions between the porch and the roll have been
used to teach that the roll represents God’s mor al law. I would propose,
however, that the flying roll or curse is linked with the dimensions of the temple
porch because it represents a counterfeit: the future Universal Law. (Revelation
13:11-18)
Solomon to return as the False Prophet ?
This is mere theory, however, it’s possible that the future False Prophet will be
identified as a returning King Solomon. In fact, strange a s this may sound, it’s
possible that the apparent reappearance or reincarnation of Solomon the King
may be explained scientifically as a result of the power of gold to manipulate
space-time.
Nuclear physicists are teaching that space-time can be manipulated and that
matter can be in two places at one time through monatomic gold (mfkzt) and the
technology of Superconductivity.

Laurence Gardner was a Master Mason of the United Grand Lodge of England
for 20 years. Distinguished as the Chevalier Labhràn de St. Germain, he is a
Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, constitutional historian,
composer, international lecturer, broadcaster, Presidential Attaché to the
European Council of Princes, and the appointed Jacobite Historiographer Royal.
As a worldwide emissary for the Royal House of Stewart, Sir Laurence is Prior of
the Sacred Kindred of Saint Columba, a Knight Templar of St. Anthony and
Envoy to the Grand Protectorate of the Imperial Dragon Court of Hungary and
international best selling author.
Sir Gardner has written a book entitled the Lost Secrets of the Sacred Ark. The
book is subtitled: amazing revelations of the incredible power of gold, and
according to Gardner might have been entitled “Destiny of the House of Gold.”
The following excerpt from Sir Gardner’s site at
graal.co.uk/whitepowdergold.html explains:
As related in Laurence Gardner's book, Lost Secrets of the Sacred Ark, scientific attention has
recently been directed towards an exotic form of elemental matter not shown in the Periodic
Table of Elements.
Derived from gold, platinum group metals and other transition elements, these impalpable white
powder substances have been referred to as 'monatomic' (a single atomic state). As such, they
were classified by their research pioneer, David Hudson, in the 1980s as ORMEs (Orbitally
Rearranged Monatomic Elements). New understandings in physics suggest, however, that the
powders might actually be 'diatomic' or small atomic cluster 'condensates'. It is now generally
accepted, therefore, that the materials might be more universally referred to by the generic terms
ORMUS or 'M-state' elements.
In the field of quantum mechanics, NASA scientists have recently confirmed that matter can
indeed be in two places at once. It is now an established fact that, through quantum
entanglement, particles millions of light-years apart can be connected without physical contact.
Space-time can now be manipulated; teleportation is becoming a reality; gravity-resistant
material is now heralded for air transport, and virtual science has led to a greater understanding
of hyper-dimensional existence.
In Lost Secrets of the Sacred Ark, Laurence Gardner reveals that the keys to all this are: (a)
Mfkzt - referred to by the Institute of Advanced Studies as 'exotic monatomic matter', and (b) the
amazing technology of Superconductivity - acclaimed by the Center for Advanced Study as 'the
most remarkable physical property in the universe'.
It is clear however, from the documentary evidence of ancient times, that the attributes of
superconductors and gravity defiance were known, even if not understood, in a distant world of
priestly levitation, godly communication and the phenomenal power of the Electrikus.

The esoteric tradition of Solomon can be traced back to the Gnostics and their
influence on the early Christianity. Their texts referred to the Book Of Solomon.
(Bloodline of the Holy Grail by Laurence Gardner. Copyright 2001, pg. 318-319)

The scriptures teach that Solomon apostasized as a result of his relationships
with many foreign wives and became involved in ab ominable occult rituals
associated with demonic worship of false gods such as Chemosh, Molech,
Ashoreth and Milcom. (1 Kings 11:1-9)
Masonic literature teaches that King Solomon was the revered model of the royal
Frank dynasty of Merovingian Kings. (Bloodline of the Holy Grail by Laurence Gardner.
Copyright 2001, pg. 144-145)

The Merovingian Kings are falsely believed to be des cended from Jesus. It’s
from their royal lineage that a future King of Jerusalem is expected to descend.
This future King of Jerusalem is believed to be destined to implement the Knight
Templar policy of reconciling Christianity with Judaism and Islam. (Holy Blood, Holy
Grail by Michael Baigent, Richard Leigh and Henry Lincoln. Copyright 1982, 1983, pg. 398-402)

Laurence Gardner explains that the Qumran Scrolls and the Dead Sea Scrolls
teach that the Qumran community was awaiting two Messiah’s (Bloodline of the Holy
Grail by Laurence Gardner. Copyright 2001, pg.309) :


one a priest called the Teacher of Righteousness



the second a warrior prince like David who would be descended from David
and would restore the kingdom to Israel.

From a biblical perspective the priest parallels the role of the false prophet and
the warrior prince parallels Antichrist’s role.
Historically. the Jewish people have awaited a Prophet like Moses who will
declare God‘s will and verify the reality of God in his life and messa ge with
miracles based upon the prophecy found in Deuteronomy 18:15 -19 and Malachi
4:1-6. Acts 3:22 and 7:37, however, reveal Je sus Christ as the prophet referred
to in the prophecy of Deuteronomy 18:15 -19.
In light of Jesus’ fulfillment of Deuteronomy 18:15-19, in biblical terms this
coming “Prophet” or “King of Jerusalem” would be termed the False Prophet.
The False Prophet is identified in Revelation 13:13, 16:13,19:20 and 20:10. He
is the counterfeit fulfillment of the Jewish people’s search for a pro phet like
Moses. He will perform miracles on behalf of Antichrist the beast 666 causing
the world to worship Antichrist. (Revelation 13:12-13) He’ll command the people
to make a representative likeness or image to Antichrist the beast. (Revelation
13:14) He will command the people to worship the idol or die. (Revelation 13:15)
He will miraculously empower the image to live and spea k on behalf of Antichrist
the beast 666. (Revelation 13:15) He’ll institute Universal Law requiring that a
person receive in their right hand or forehead a mark which gives them the legal
right to participate in the economic system. (Revelation 13:16 -17)

Laurence Gardner advocates a Constitutional Gaurdian, an empowered
champion of a Written Constitution working alongside politic al administration to
ensure that government decisions remain in accordance with Constitutional law
and that it serves the interests of the people. Gardner writes: “Such a concept of
moral government lies at the very heart of the Grail Code, and it remains within
the bounds of possibility for every civilized nation -state.” (Bloodline of the Holy Grail
by Laurence Gardner. Copyright 2001, pg. 299) Is this possibly a role of the future False
Prophet within global government that Sir Gardner is speaking of her e?
Interestingly, there’s a correlation exists between scripture and Freemasonry
concerning Solomon as a counterfeit Prophet c alled the Lion of the Tribe of
Judah.
Revelation 5:5 identifies Jesus Christ as the Lion of the tribe of Juda. In Judeo Freemasonry, however, King Solomon is referred to as the Lion of the tribe of
Judah as this quote reveals:
“The Lion that guarded the Ark and held in his mouth the key wherewith to open it, figuratively
represents Solomon, the Lion of the Tribe of Judah , who preserved and communicated the
key to the true knowledge of God, of His laws, and of the profound mysteries of the moral and
physical Universe.” (Albert Pike, Morals & Dogma, p. 210)

In addition, the late Manly Hall, prominent 33º Mason and the founder of The
Philosophical Research Society, Inc. calls Solomon the King of the Universe.
“Every true Mason…realizes that the Temple of Solomon is really the Temple of the Solar Man
– Sol-Om-On – the King of the Universe.” (Manly Hall 33º, The Lost Keys of Freemasonry or
The Secret Of Hiram Abiff, Richmond, VA: Macoy Publishing and Masonic Supply Company,
Inc., 1976. pg. 63)

Lon Milo DuQuette, author of the 5/2006 release “The Key To Solomon’s Key”, is
currently the U.S. Deputy Grand Master General of Ordo Temp li Orientis; the
largest magical society in the world. The O.T.O. is one of the most influential
occult orders of the last century. He states:
“The purpose of Masonry‘s veneration of Solomon is not to advance an alternative view of
history, but to present, however subtly, the archetype of the future human being-men and women
who truly possess Solomon‘s Key-the power to master our own demons and redirect their
destructive energy to build the Temple of our own evolving soul.”

There’s also a correlation in scripture between Antichrist the beast 666 and King
Solomon. Consider the common 666 bond existing between Solomon and
Antichrist in the following scriptures:
“Now the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was six hundred threescore and six
talents of gold...” (1 Kings 10:14)
“Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the

number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.” (Rev. 13:18)

Occultists are promoting the concept of King Solomon being the King using a
combination of the Bible and occult numerology. The y teach that Solomon refers
to himself as Wisdom in Proverbs and Revelation 13:18 refers to wisdom when
speaking of 666. They view Solomon as the personification of the wisdom of
Most High and conclude that the man Solomon the King is the Beast 666. Here’s
a sample of their teaching called “The City of Babalon (Babylon) By Guardians
of Darkness-Comrade August.
The Building of the Temple is the central idea of Freemasonry; it is the evolution of man; raising
him to godhead….
I think this is sufficient to give you a very clear picture of the two pillars of the Temple, and of the
Universe.
These two pillars are the first key to our understanding of the Temple of Solomon the King; we
may not enter the Temple save by passing between the pillars, and we cannot pass between
them until we fully grasp their meaning.
The second key lies with our understanding of King Solomon himself, and as always in the Bible
things are not what they seem to be.
St. Paul tells that the leading characters of the scripture also represent great Universal
principles, and this is pre-eminently the case with Solomon.
His name, in common with the names Salem and Jerusalem, is derived from a word signifying
Wholeness (Salim, the Whole),and therefore means a man who has realised the Wholeness, the
underlying Unity. This is the secret of his greatness and his wisdom.
The allegory of the Beast turns up once more when we examine the nature of the name
Solomon. Solomon can be cut into three words; "Sol" is Latin for "sun," the word "Om" is Hindi
for "sun," and the word "On" is Egyptian for "sun." Also, the vowel "o" is symmetrically placed
throughout the word three times. Note that, apart from looking like the sun, "o" is the fifteenth
letter of the alphabet.
OOO
15 15 15
151 + 515 = "666", the number of the Beast.

In the occult realm of Masonic literature there lies the belief that by 1127 A. D.
the Knights Templar had retrieved the Ark of the Covenant from beneath
Solomon’s Temple. It’s believed that the Ark of the Covenant contained an
undeterminable treasure in the Qumran Copper Scroll and secret Tables of
Testimony which Knights Templar falsely teach were wri tten by God. The
Knights Templar are said to be descendants of a priestly order established by
King Solomon. (The Second Messiah by Christopher Knight & Robert Lomas, copyright 1997,
pg. 216-219)

These Tables of Testimony are said to contain the cosmic eq uation, the divine
law of number, measure and weight and true insight into the falsely alleged

misinterpretation of the Virgin Birth and Resurrection of Jesus Christ by the
church.
World renowned Knight Templar Laurence Gardner wrote in 2001 that Mary
Magdalene will become more prominent as the new inspiration of the Acquarian
Age-the age of renewed intellect, wisdom and the Universal Law of the Ark.
(Bloodline of the Holy Grail by Laurence Gardner, copyright 2001, pg. 220)

With the current mainstream revelation of the false Freemasonic and Knights
Templar doctrine concerning the hidden lineage of Jesus Christ being currently
spread like a virus by the DaVinci Code; is the world being conditioned to
receive a new Universal Law such as the Universal Law of the Ark?
Will this Universal Law contain legislation mandating personal possession of the
mark in the right hand or forehead in order for a person to participate in the
global economy?
Is this Universal Law of the Ark possibly the flying scroll or global curse that
Zechariah 5:1-4 was referring to?
Will an apparent reincarnation or reappearance of Solomon reveal the false
prophet of Revelation 13:13?
Questions like these may be good food for thought. At this point in history,
however, conclusions based upon links between King Solomon’s porch
dimensions; Freemasonry, Knights Templar, Antichrist and the False Prophet
would only be theories.

Biblical evidence that the flying roll represents the global law of Antichrist
What supporting biblical evidence exists to back -up this claim that the flying roll
represents the Universal Law of Antichrist the Beast 666 rather than the true law
of God?
1. People under this covenant or law are using secretive, deceitful, deceptive
means of acquisition which would be considered false according to a covenan t
of faith with a holy God. (Zechariah 5:4)
2. The word curse (Strongs #423) used to describe something “that goeth forth
over the face of the whole earth” in Zechariah 5:3 is the Hebrew word alah.
Curse or alah means swearing. It’s origin is from the Hebrew root meaning to
adjure. To adjure means to solemnly swear on oath or make a serious, legal
declaration.

Curse (Strongs #423) is translated oath in Genesis 26:28 and Ezekiel 17:13 -19
where it describes a covenant between men. Although curse can refer to a
covenant between God and man, it isn’t used solely in t his manner in scripture.
As a result, the flying roll or curse could represent an oath of covenant or
agreement between men which breaks God’s covenant. This oath could be an
initiatory “pledge of allegiance” to the name and universal law of the beast and
receipt of the mark in the body. (Revelation 13:11 -18)
3. In Zechariah’s time, the word curse (Strongs #423) also referred to a public
summons aiming to gather information concerning a crime. A person would be
held guilty as an accomplice to a crime if he withheld testimony concerning his
knowledge of the crime. (Leviticus 5:1)
Prophetic scriptures teach that in that day when th e Lord returns he will
overthrow a secretive, antichristian, tyrannical government employing spies on
the lookout to indict innocent people on false charges like speech crime and
defraud it’s victims of legal justice. (Isaiah 29:15 -21)
The gospel writers spoke of this time of great tribulation for the church as one in
which those that believe in Jesus Christ will be subjected to a mass betrayal of
hate crime coming from apostate professing believers, family, and friends.
(Matthew 24:9-10; Mark 13:9-13; Luke 21:12-19)
The prophet Micah describes this corrupt, tyrannical Orwellian world in Micah 6 7 as being filled with distrust and deceit and danger to the good who speak
truthfully to the wrong person. (Micah 7:2 -6)
World government is progressing rapid ly toward the fulfillment of these
prophecies. If you doubt this, consider the progress of the United States
government towards establishing an all-seeing dictatorship based upon the
unconstitutional misuse of Presidential Executive Orders; Presidential
declaration of Martial Law or Military Rule in a “crisis“; a National/Global
microchip based ID system; and the abolition of the privacy of American citizens
through recording and seizure of communication records as part of an
unconstitutional spying government bureaucracy. (For further information
supporting these statements please see www.infowars.com and
www.scholarsfor911truth.org. These sites are recommended for supporting
historical and analytic research purposes and not for biblical teaching.)
4. Covenants of Antichrist
A. Covenant with death and hell
Daniel 7:25 predicts Antichrist will intend to change laws as he affli cts great
tribulation upon the church in his war against her. (Revelation 6:9 -11, 7:9-

17,13:7; Matthew 24:21; Daniel 12:1; Mark 13:19; Luke 21:23)
Some of these laws may be the ones used against those spoken of in Isaiah
29:15-21; Matthew 24:9-10; Mark 13:9-13; Luke 21:12-19 and Micah 7:2-6.
In the context of that day in which the Lord returns, Isaiah warns Israel’s leaders
that their covenant with death and hell based upon lies and falsehood will be a
terrifying source of horror from the time it goeth forth. Isaiah writes that this false
covenant will be cancelled; but it’s earthly impact upon will ultimately culminate
in God‘s destruction of the whole earth. (Isaiah 28:14-22) This whole earth
destruction parallels the global destruction to be caused by the curse mentioned
in Zechariah 5:3-4.
Also, in the context of that day in which the Lord returns, Isaiah explains that the
curse (Strongs #423) destroyed the majority of the earth’s inhabitants because
it’s people threw out God‘s laws and established their own ordinances. (Isaiah
24:5-6) These human ordinances parallel a Universal Law.
Among the adjectives Timothy used to describe the apostates of the last days
are blasphemers, trucebreakers, false accusers, traitors and despisers of those
that are good, speaking lies in hypocrisy; having a form of godliness, but
denying the power thereof. (1 Timothy 4:1 -2; 2 Timothy 3:1-4) Timothy’s
adjectives parallel the descriptions of those that are destroyed by the curse, the
thief and him that sweareth falsely. The thief is one who acquires by secret acts
and deception and sweareth falsely means to act deceitfully according to one’s
faith and break God’s covenant. (Zechariah 5:3-4)
B. Covenant of Apostasy: 666
Scripture teaches that Antichrist, foaming at the mouth in rage against the holy
covenant, Israel and the people of God, will “have intelligence with them that
forsake the holy covenant”. (Daniel 11: 30) This means that he distinguishes and
marks or attends to people based upon their willingness to apostasize and
forsake the holy covenant or the true God in order to unite with him.
This separation of those who will stand with Antichrist in apostasy f rom those
who refuse apostasy parallels the prophecy of Revelation 13:16 -18.
Revelation 13:16-18 teaches that those refusing to worship the image of the
beast are killed. Only those that will receive the beast 666’s mark as a stamp of
servitude upon their right hand or in their forehead; or those that choose to use
the name of the beast or his number 666, will be entitled to rece ive the economic
benefits of participation in the global economy.
Zechariah 5:4 states concerning the curse that the Lord will “bring it forth”.

Traditionally, this verse has been used to support the belief that God sends forth
his law to destroy sinners. Is this definitely the intended meaning of this phrase?
Consider that the Hebrew word used for “bri ng it forth” is yatsa (Strongs #3318)
which can also mean depart or leave. Yatsa is used in Jeremiah 38:2 in this
manner where the fate of those that remain in the city is contrasted with those
that “goeth forth” or depart/leave to go to the Chaldeans. Thu s, it’s possible that
what the Lord is saying here actually means, “I will depart”, rather than “I will
make the curse go forth”. In Hosea 9:12 the Lord speaks of departing from
Ephraim and in Jeremiah 23:33-39 he speaks of forsaking false prophets. In any
case, Zechariah 5:4 shouldn’t be used as dogmatic proof that the Lord is
sending forth his law to curse and destroy sinners. It ’s possible that Zechariah
5:4 is communicating that the Lord departs in response to the people’s apostasy
and the idolatry involved in receiving the message of the false prophet and
submitting to the Universal Law of Antichrist. This departure of the Lord brings a
curse upon the idolaters in place of the blessedness of God’s presence.
The chapter to follow will study the vision of the ephah found in Zechariah 5:5 -11
and reveals it’s relationship to the vision of the flying scroll in Zechariah 5:1 -4.

Chapter 2
The Woman in the Midst of the Ephah: U.S. Leads Globalization of
Capitalism
Then the angel that talked with me went forth, and said unto me, Lift up now thine eyes, and see
what is this that goeth forth. And I said, What is it? And he said, This is an ephah that goeth
forth. He said moreover, This is their resemblance through all the earth. And, behold, there was
lifted up a talent of lead: and this is a woman that sitteth in the midst of the ephah. And he said,
This is wickedness. And he cast it into the midst of the ephah; and he cast the weight of lead the
mouth thereof. (Zechariah 5:5-8)

In Chapter 1 we learned that the flying scroll or curse that Zechariah saw was a
representation of a forthcoming Universal Law of Antichrist to be taught by the
False Prophet of Revelation 13:13.
In Zechariah 5:5, the same angel who revealed the vision of the flying roll or
curse that goeth forth now reveals to the prophet “ what is this that goeth forth”. In
Zechariah 5:6, the angel explains that it’s an “ephah that goeth forth” and that
the ephah is their “resemblance through all the earth “.
Chapter 1 showed that the impact of the flying roll or curse was global. Likewise,
in this chapter we’ll see that the ephah’s impact is global as expressed in the
phrase “through all the earth”.
This chapter accomplishes three main objectives in it’s interpretation of
Zechariah 5:5-8:
1. Defines the ephah as a corrupt global economic system
2. Discloses the identity of the woman and her role within the ephah
3. Illustrates the parallels between the woman and the leadership role of the
United States in the New World Order and the globali zation of capitalism
The chapter begins with the definition of the ephah.
The ephah
The ephah was a Hebrew dry measure of grain consisting of approximately one
bushel capacity. It was the standard for measuring grain and similar articles.
Leviticus 19:36 refers to a just ephah or a fair exchange of goods. Amos 8:5, on
the other hand, addresses the issue of an unfair exchange of goods. Amos
describes an unjust or fraudulent ephah that has been deceitfully manipulated by
the seller to steal additional profit from the buyer.

In broad macroeconomic sense, the ephah referred to in Zechariah 5:6 refers to
either a just or unjust global economic system be cause the verse states that the
ephah is “their resemblance through all the earth”.
Whether or not this system is just or unju st will be determined by the context
surrounding Zechariah 5:6. The context will reveal that the ephah is an unjust
global economic system.
Their resemblance through all the earth
The word resemblance used in Zechariah 5:6 is the Hebrew word ayin (Stron gs
# 5869). Ayin is usually translated eye or sight in the Old Testament. It has the
meaning of outward appearance, representati on, or presence. Figuratively,
resemblance can refer to the presence of mental and spiritual faculties and their
associated powers of perception.
Zechariah 5:7-8 tells us that a talent of lead is lifted up. Lifted up is translated
from Strongs #5375 (nasa) meaning exalted. These verses also explain that this
talent of lead is a woman that sitteth in the midst of the ephah.
Sitteth, Strongs #3472, is also translated inhabit or dwell in the Old Testament.
It’s meaning in the context of Zechariah 5:8, howe ver, is determined by the fact
that the woman has a central role in the ephah. She sitteth in the midst, or in the
middle of the ephah.
The word talent, Strongs #3603, can physically refer to a round district or
metaphorically represent mental and spiritu al faculties or abilities. Since the
vision is symbolic and the context involves the woman’s central role in the
ephah, the exaltation of the talent represents the woman’s superior abilities.
Zechariah 5:8 further explains that the woman is wickedness which sitteth in the
midst of the ephah. Wickedness, Strongs #7564, rishah, refers to wickedness in
ethical relations. It can refer to violence and crime against civil law. In other
words, the woman plays a corrupt, violent, unethical, central role within th e
economic system. In light of this truth, we can conclude that the ephah is an
unjust global economic system.
Scriptures such as MalachI 3:3, Isaiah 6:1, 14:13, 26:5, 28:6; Psalm 132:12;
Ecclesiastes 10:6; Proverbs 31:23 use Strongs #3427 sitteth to ind icate the rank
or importance of someone or a person’s powerful position of authority.
In the context of Zechariah 5:7-8 we can conclude that these verses portray a
gifted, powerful, influential, corrupt, violent, unethical, immoral woman’s central
role within an unjust global economic system.

The woman
Zechariah 5:7 teaches that a woman has a central leadership role in the unjust
global economic system. Obviously, the woman is intended to be interpreted
figuratively also. What or whom then does the woman represent ?
A foolproof method of biblical interpretation involves the correctly using scripture
to interpret scripture. Using this principle, we find in the prophecy of Revel ation
chapters 17 and 18 a woman called “the great whore“ (Revelation 17:1). The
great whore is the mysterious economic and mili tary superpower identified
symbolically as Babylon the Great. Babylon the Great mysteriously parallels
America the Great. (Please check the following links for supporting biblical study
to support this conclusion:
)
The paragraphs to follow will show the convergence of parallel passages of
scripture with political quotes revealing that the prophecy of Zechariah 5 is bein g
fulfilled through the prominent role of the U.S. in the globalization of capitalism;
including the movement of this unjust economic system into Iraq.
Global Capitalism
The fraudulent corporate capitalism that exists today is far different from Adam
Smith’s theoretical capitalism. Adam Smith’s capitalism isn’t in complete
agreement with biblical principles. (see link
) It didn’t, however, possess the
corruption that today’s capitalism does. Texas Congressman Ron Paul points
this fact out in his 7/9/2002 article entitled “Has Capitalism Failed“.
Mr. Paul notes:
“…A system of capitalism presumes sound money, not fiat money manipulated by a central
bank. Capitalism cherishes voluntary contracts and interest rates that are determined by savings,
not credit creation by a central bank. It’s not capitalism when the system is plagued with
incomprehensible rules regarding mergers, acquisitions, and stock sales, along with wage
controls, price controls, protectionism, corporate subsidies, international management of trade,
complex and punishing corporate taxes, privileged government contracts to the militaryindustrial complex, and a foreign policy controlled by corporate interests and overseas
investments. Add to this centralized federal mismanagement of farming, education, medicine,
insurance, banking and welfare. This is not capitalism!”
(http://www.house.gov/paul/congrec/congrec2002/cr070902.htm)

Today’s capitalism is rooted in fraud because the U.S. dollar is n o longer a fair
and honest global medium of exchange. The paper dollar doesn’t represent
anything of tangible value such as gold. It‘s essentially nothing more than
counterfeit paper issued by the Federal Reserve to finance the American military
force and economic manipulation required to maintain the dominance of U.S.
dollar as the world’s preeminent reserve currency .

Capitalism’s most glaring injustice, however, is that it places the lender over the
borrower in a master/servant relationship. As Proverbs 22:7 teaches, “the
borrower is servant to the lender“. By nature, capital ism gives unequal control to
lenders. This unjust relationship results in the catastrophic concentration of
financial control in the hands of the world’s wealthiest bankers.
In spite of this truth, however, many would argue that the globalization of
capitalism improves the quality of life physically and psychologically. If that is
true, how can we say that the globalization o f capitalism as we know it today is
unjust?
Before looking at the following examples of injustice and inequality with today’s
system of capitalism, remember that the tree in the midst of the garden of Eden
also appealed to man physically, psychologicall y and intellectually. (Genesis
3:6) Once it’s fruit was internalized, however, the tree became a curse filling
man‘s life with fear, anxiety and stressful work that eventually culminated in
death. (Genesis 3:7-20) Likewise, global capitalism appeals to our physical,
psychological and intellectual desires with it’s promises of increased health,
freedom, prosperity, fulfillment and security. In reality, however, capitalism
brings a destructive curse that will eventually destroy the true foundation of life
within any individual or nation that chooses to internalize it’s antichristian
methods and values. (Zechariah 5:3 -4)
Capitalist government corruption
On the national level, John Perkins, author of the best selling book,
“Confessions of An Economic Hit Man”, testifies of his involvement in the U.S
manipulating, cheating, and seducing countries around the globe out of trillions
of dollars. Perkins claims to have supported U.S. intelligence agencies and
multinationals in manipulating and blackmailing foreign l eaders into serving U.S.
foreign policy and awarding lucrative contracts to the U.S. businesses. Perkins
also exposes the lie that the globalization is beneficial to all.
Perkins was recruited by the National Security Agency (NSA) back in the late
1960’s; but ultimately he worked from 1971-1981 for Charles T. Main, a Boston
based private consulting company, as Chief Economist.
Perkins says that “Economic Hit Men” as he calls them, work for private
consulting, construction and engineering firms. This was done to protect the U.S.
government’s reputation.
According to Perkins, the procedure used by “Economic Hit Men” (EMH) to
funnel money from the World Bank, USAID or it’s affiliates into the corporations
and elites who control the world’s resources is summarized as follows:



identify a developing country with coveted resources that will likely default on
a large loan



arrange a large loan to that country with the World Bank, USAID, or it’s
affiliates to develop the country



contract with U.S. corporations to build large infrastructure projects serving
the rich of the developing country.



once the targeted country has amassed an insurmountable debt, the EMH is
contracted to demand what the U.S. wants (oil companies, cheap oil, land for
military bases, voting support at the U.N., troop support, etc.) in exchange
from the country to cover the debt.

Perkins illustrates the destructive evils of globalized capitalism championed by
the U.S. in the prologue to Confessions of An Economic Hit Man.
An excerpt from this Prologue reads:
“At the time of my first visit in 1968, Texaco had only just discovered petroleum in Ecuador’s
Amazon region. Today, oil accounts for nearly half the country’s exports. A trans-Andean
pipeline built shortly after my first visit has since leaked over a half million barrels of oil into the
fragile rain forest—more than twice the amount spilled by the Exxon Valdez.2 Today, a new $1.3
billion, three hundred–mile pipeline constructed by an EHM–organized consortium promises to
make Ecuador one of the world’s top ten suppliers of oil to the United States.3 Vast areas of rain
forest have fallen, macaws and jaguars have all but vanished, three Ecuadorian indigenous
cultures have been driven to the verge of collapse, and pristine rivers have been transformed
into flaming cesspools.
During this same period, the indigenous cultures began fighting back. For instance, on May 7,
2003, a group of American lawyers representing more than thirty thousand indigenous
Ecuadorian people filed a $1 billion lawsuit against ChevronTexaco Corp. The suit asserts that
between 1971 and 1992 the oil giant dumped into open holes and rivers over four million gallons
per day of toxic wastewater contaminated with oil, heavy metals, and carcinogens, and that the
company left behind nearly 350 uncovered waste pits that continue to kill both people and
animals.
Outside the window of my Outback, great clouds of mist rolled in from the forests and up the
Pastaza’s canyons. Sweat soaked my shirt, and my stomach began to churn, but not just from
the intense tropical heat and the serpentine twists in the road. Knowing the part I had played in
destroying this beautiful country was once again taking its toll. Because of my fellow EHMs and
me, Ecuador is in far worse shape today than she was before we introduced her to the miracles
of modern economics, banking, and engineering. Since 1970, during this period known
euphemistically as the Oil Boom, the official poverty level grew from 50 to 70 percent, under- or
unemployment increased from 15 to 70 percent, and public debt increased from $240 million to
$16 billion. Meanwhile, the share of national resources allocated to the poorest segments of the
population declined from 20 to 6 percent.
Unfortunately, Ecuador is not the exception. Nearly every country we EHMs have brought under
the global empire’s umbrella has suffered a similar fate.6 Third world debt has grown to more
than $2.5 trillion, and the cost of servicing it—over $375 billion per year as of 2004—is more

than all third world spending on health and education, and twenty times what developing
countries receive annually in foreign aid. Over half the people in the world survive on less than
two dollars per day, which is roughly the same amount they received in the early 1970s.
Meanwhile, the top 1 percent of third world households accounts for 70 to 90 percent of all
private financial wealth and real estate ownership in their country; the actual percentage depends
on the specific country….
Because of EHM projects, Ecuador is awash in foreign debt and must devote an inordinate share
of its national budget to paying this off, instead of using its capital to help the millions of its
citizens officially classified as dangerously impoverished. The only way Ecuador can buy down
its foreign obligations is by selling its rain forests to the oil companies. Indeed, one of the
reasons the EHMs set their sights on Ecuador in the first place was because the sea of oil
beneath its Amazon region is believed to rival the oil fields of the Middle East.8 The global
empire demands its pound of flesh in the form of oil concessions.
Ecuador is typical of countries around the world that EHMs have brought into the economicpolitical fold. For every $100 of crude taken out of the Ecuadorian rain forests, the oil companies
receive $75. Of the remaining $25, three-quarters must go to paying off the foreign debt. Most of
the remainder covers military and other government expenses—which leaves about $2.50 for
health, education, and programs aimed at helping the poor.9 Thus, out of every $100 worth of oil
torn from the Amazon, less than $3 goes to the people who need the money most, those whose
lives have been so adversely impacted by the dams, the drilling, and the pipelines, and who are
dying from lack of edible food and potable water.
All of those people—millions in Ecuador, billions around the planet—are potential terrorists. Not
because they believe in communism or anarchism or are intrinsically evil, but simply because
they are desperate. Looking at this dam, I wondered—as I have so often in so many places
around the world—when these people would take action, like the Americans against England in
the 1770s or Latin Americans against Spain in the early 1800s.
The subtlety of this modern empire building puts the Roman centurions, the Spanish
conquistadors, and the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century European colonial powers to shame.
We EHMs are crafty; we learned from history. Today we do not carry swords. We do not wear
armor or clothes that set us apart. In countries like Ecuador, Nigeria, and Indonesia, we dress
like local schoolteachers and shop owners. In Washington and Paris, we look like government
bureaucrats and bankers. We appear humble, normal. We visit project sites and stroll through
impoverished villages. We profess altruism, talk with local papers about the wonderful
humanitarian things we are doing. We cover the conference tables of government committees
with our spreadsheets and financial projections, and we lecture at the Harvard Business School
about the miracles of macroeconomics. We are on the record, in the open. Or so we portray
ourselves and so are we accepted. It is how the system works. We seldom resort to anything
illegal because the system itself is built on subterfuge, and the system is by definition
legitimate.…
However—and this is a very large caveat—if we fail, an even more sinister breed steps in, ones
we EHMs refer to as the jackals, men who trace their heritage directly to those earlier empires.
The jackals are always there, lurking in the shadows. When they emerge, heads of state are
overthrown or die in violent “accidents.”10 And if by chance the jackals fail, as they failed in
Afghanistan and Iraq, then the old models resurface. When the jackals fail, young Americans are
sent in to kill and to die.”
(Sources: johnperkins.org; economichitman.com; and
democracynow.org/article.pl?sid=04/11/09/1526251)

capitalist system corruption
Not only is the globalization of capitalism based upon fraud and deceit at the
government level, it’s also unjust at the citizen level. The first example of
injustice affecting citizens is that jobs within the system requirin g godly virtues
and values are more difficult to find and pay less than those requiring ungodly
values and attitudes.
Secondly, economic pressure to fit in with others within a capitalistic society; the
subtle pressure to acquire more and “better yoursel f”, tempts workers to adopt
attitudes that don’t express godly virtues. Virtues like humility, love, service,
faithfulness, compassion, mercy, faith, quietness and contentedness are often
exchanged for selfish aggressiveness, fear, pride, greed, covetousne ss,
materialistic idolatry and selfish competition in the capitalistic culture which is
focused on winning the race for more, no t serving others in love. Double-minded
professing Christians trying to serve both God and money within capitalistic
enterprises shipwreck their faith. Many of the shipwrecked aren’t even aware of
their condition because biblical truth is rarely taught pr actically and antichristian
values characterize the lives of many church leaders. The scripture warns that
false teachers would argue in support of a financial philosophy that was based
upon the love of money and it‘s associated evils. This philosophy woul d promise
people financial gain, but would trap them in hurtful lifestyles bound to a lust for
more that would lead them to hell . (1 Timothy 6:1-10)
Third, multinational capitalists scan the globe electronically in discontent in order
to maximize profit. Poor countries are used to minimize operational costs until
wage pressures eventually motivate the capitalist to rationalize hi s next move to
a poorer nation. Wages in the poorest nations can’t provide the minimal
livelihood required in an industrialized community. As a result, children and
young single mothers fill foreign factories with safety and environmental issues
that wouldn’t be legally tolerated in the U.S. American multinational corporate
capitalists, however, choose to improve their bottom line at the expense of
proper child rearing, worker health and safety, community and family
relationships and the natural environment of the poor nations.
Fourth, poor nations are blackmailed with threats that capitalist operations will
leave if a nation demands wage increases or other benefits. Governing elites
who benefit from the spread of capitalism into their nation need poor work ers to
remain in low level functions. For this reason, low level workers are unable to
develop new skills which would allow them to advance. Real life constraints on
the workers time and money make advancement simply a dream without the
support of the governing elite.
By producing products in poorer nations outside America, corporations avoid

costs that would be incurred under ethical domestic labor, environmental and tax
laws. Direct and indirect labor, facility, maintenance, inventory, environmental,
safety, and tax expenses can be reduced or byp assed through production in
poor, powerless nations. Multinational corporations and governing elites gain at
the expense of the people and environment of poorer nations. This occurs
because in capitalism’s race to win the market share and increase owner an d
shareholder profit, operations migrate to poorer nations. In poorer nations,
operations can legally, yet unethically, abuse th e workers and environment.
Such abuses include building structurally unsafe factories; maintaining
unhealthy and unsafe workplaces, paying less than subsistence wages to
children or young women, abusing personnel; dumping toxic wastes; and
abandoning the operation and it’s community when the next relocation can be
rationalized.
Aborting a child or sidestepping the consequences of an unwanted pregnancy is
legal in America. In truth, however, abortion is immoral under God’s law.
Aborting or sidestepping operational costs which are undesirable, but are
required if a product is going to be produced in a fair and just environment, is
immoral, too. Whenever multinational corporations choose to bypass the costs
associated with the fair and ethical treatment of t he people and environments of
poor nations for personal gain, product pricing doesn’t reflect true production
costs. In the grand scheme of things, the ephah is unjust; the globalization of
capitalism is corrupt. (1 Timothy 6:9-10; James 5:1-6)
Morally speaking, a woman is considered a whore if she chooses to use her
power over men sexually for personal gain. Likewise, the America n woman and
her multinational corporate capitalist system, uses her power over poorer
nations for personal gain. Her abuses are rationalized because they’re
performed legally and capitalism’s fruit, like the forbidden fruit on the tree in the
middle of the Garden of Eden, tastes good to it’s consumers.
capitalist corporate corruption
In addition to the unethical practices inher ent in manufacturing operations;
design, sales and marketing organizations have their own unique set of
immoralities.
God‘s law, “Thou shalt not covet” is replaced by capitalism‘s law “Thou shalt
consume”, through deceitful, manipulative advertising desi gned to create
consumer lust. This occurs even at the expense of the best interests of children
and teenagers.
Other sins include high pressure sales techniques, price gouging, unequal
pricing, planned obsolescence, design theft, etc. On top of these mo ral issues
could be added the immoral, antichristian New Age philosophies and teachings

and witchcraft controlling the minds of many business leaders.
Other injustices inherent in the globalization of capitalism include:


suppression of free speech and thought control that occ urs because
corporations can afford to purchase air time allowing corporate interests to
control communications channels.



Tax breaks for the rich: corporate advertising is tax deductible while
individual messages aren’t.



Corporations can leverage wealth in order to influence government, media,
education and popular culture while private individuals typically can‘t afford
to.



Corporate employees maintain free speech rights as long as their words
support the views and goals of their employer.

A final injustice inherent in the capitalistic system is that it’s structured to favor
owner’s and investors more than the people that a ctually design and
manufacture the product. The capitalist system rewards intellectual talent more
than gifted craftsmanship. CEO pay is now found to be hundreds of times more
than the pay of those involved in product manufacturing.
Capitalism also offers unequal opportunity because a person with more wealth is
able to get off to a faster start in the race for capital than a pers on of lesser
means. It’s easier for those with more to enter colleges that will give them more
opportunity in the future. Also, while those with less are busy digging out from
beneath college debt years after graduation, those with more have already hit
the ground running without college debt. This head start affords those with more
name brand colleges and other outward trappings that earn future acceptance
among the higher classes. These connections within the system provide access
to unique network opportunities, elite secrets, know-how and favors.
The ability to leverage debt is rewarded by the capitalistic system. With thei r
fast start, those who began the race for more one up on their neighbor are able
to borrow sooner in order to invest within the system. The more a person can
invest within the system, the more the system can potentially earn on their
behalf. As the young elite prospers, tax breaks favoring the rich help them pump
even more profit into further profit ventures. Elites can shelter mo ney from taxes
in foundations and trusts allowing them more capital to leverage. A person born
with these economic advantages isn’t to be blamed for the inherent injustices of
the capitalist system, however. Both the privileged and under -privileged have the
same personal, moral, ethical decision to make:

will I not only be in the system, but also be of the system…will I serve Satan, the
prince of this world and the god mammon?
or
will I follow the Lord Jesus Christ and be in the system, but suffer within the
system because I’m not of the system? (John 17:13 -20)
In the midst of the unjust, corrupt ephah or global capitalist system, h owever,
God’s moral law remains fixed over the head of the immoral, greedy capitalist:
“love thy neighbor as thyself”.
The apostle Paul expressed the equal concern people should have for others in
everything they do this way:
“Let nothing be done through strife or vainglory; but in lowliness of mind let each esteem other
better than themselves. Look not every man on his own things, but every man also on the things
of others.” (Philippians 2:3-4)

Clearly, the capitalist can’t serve both God and money. He is a debtor to
maximize business profit and is bound to owners and investors to play the game
by their ungodly rules for gain.
America’s central role in the New World Order
Is the testimony of an “economic hit men” or “Chief Economist” like John Pe rkins
who testifies to working with a secret group like the NSA in order to build a
global American Empire valid? Does America play a central role in globalizing
capitalism?
First, consider that the leadership role of the U.S. and the power of perceptio n of
the future global economic system she’s spreading is symbolized on the U.S.
one dollar bill. This symbolism is found in the “all seeing eye” which is depicted
in the unfinished pyramid on the reverse side of the Great Seal.
In 1935 this Masonic symbol of the eye in the pyramid was officially added to the
U.S. dollar bill as ordered by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Henry A . Wallace,
a socialist and occult Theosophist, was President Roosevelt's Secretary of
Agriculture and a Vice-President under Roosevelt. Wallace explains:
"Roosevelt as he looked at the colored reproduction of the Seal was first struck with the
representation of the 'All Seeing Eye,' a Masonic representation of The Great Architect of the
Universe.... Roosevelt like myself was a 32nd degree Mason. He suggested that the Seal be put
on the dollar bill."

33rd degree Freemason philosophical leader Manly Hall explains that “On the
reverse of our nation’s Great Seal is an unfinished pyramid to represent human

society itself, imperfect and incomplete. Above floats the symbol of the esoteric
orders, the radiant triangle with it’s all seeing eye.” (The Secret Destiny of America,
Manly Hall, copyright 1944,1972. Pg. 174)

“The pyramid is the Universal House, and above it’s unfinished apex is the
radiant emblem of the Great Architect of the Univ erse.” (The Secret Destiny of
America, Manly Hall, copyright 1944,1972. Pg. 179)

In his January 6, 1941 speech to a Joint Sess ion of Congress, President
Roosevelt said,
"Since the beginning of our American history we have been engaged in change – in a perpetual
peaceful revolution – a revolution which goes on steadily, quietly adjusting itself to changing
conditions.... The 'World Order' which we seek is the co-operation of free countries, working
together in a friendly, civilized society.... Freedom means the supremacy of human rights
everywhere."

The U.S. role within the New World Order is referred to on the Great Seal found
on our dollar bill in the words, “Novus Ordo Seclorum”, meaning New Order of
the Ages.
Also, a final piece of evidence printed on the U.S. dollar bill points to the
operation of secret societies in establishing the U.S. as the mysterious Babylon
the Great of Revelation 17-18.
Main occult teachings are Trinitarian or grouped in threes.
The Babylonian numbering system was based on groups of six‘s, not groups of
tens like the U.S. system. For example, the Babylonian 600 is the U.S.1000;
their 60 is the U.S. 100; and their 6 is the U.S.10.
Ordering the Roman numerals MDCCLXXVI found across the bottom of the
pyramid in groups of threes, according to esoteric occult tradition; and assigning
the numerical value corresponding to each Roman numeral reveals a
Babylonian “Six hundred threescore and six” at the top and a U.S. “Six
hundred threescore and six” across the bottom of the U. S. dollar bill.
Revelation 13:16-18 says “Six hundred threescore and six” is the number of a
man, or the number of the beast which is one of the personal means of human
ID that a person will be legally required to possess in order to be able to buy or
sell in the kingdom of the 8 th king, the beast 666. (Revelation 13:18) The other
means of human ID in the global economic system will be the mark required in
the right hand or forehead. (Revelation 13:16 -17)

The leadership role of the U.S. and the power of perception of the future global
economic system she’s spreading was also shown on a now defunct or hidden
symbol representing the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA).
In November 0f 2002, the logo pictured below was found on the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) website. Notice the use of the
unfinished pyramid and the “all seeing eye” coupled with the latin words, Scientia
Est Potentia which mean “knowledge is power “.

The logo’s phrase, “knowledge is power“, when understood in the context of
DARPA’s Human ID projects, means increased electronic global surveillance of
human activity.
The Office of Information Awareness (IAO) surfaced in the months following 9/11
as an intelligence arm of the U.S. government.
Both the logo and the IAO have since disappeared from the scene due to issues

raised concerning the purpose of the DARPA IAO office in light of the logo. One
of the purposes of DARPA IAO was captured in a DARPA IAO office web posting
dated 6/20/03.
The 6/20/03 posting below reveals t hat one of the goals of the office is to
develop a HumanID which will automate biometric identification technologies to
detect, recognize and identify humans at great distances.
“The goal of the Human Identification at a Distance (HumanID) program is to develop automated
biometric identification technologies to detect, recognize and identify humans at great distances.
These technologies will provide critical early warning support for force protection and homeland
defense against terrorist, criminal, and other human-based threats, and will prevent or decrease
the success rate of such attacks against DoD operational facilities and installations. Methods for
fusing biometric technologies into advanced human identification systems will be developed to
enable faster, more accurate and unconstrained identification of humans at significant standoff
distances. “

At DARPATech 2005, Dr. Stephen Pappert, Program Manager of the
Microsystems Technology Office of DARPA presented the paper entitled, “The
RF Frontier and Beyond’. In this paper, available for download
darpa.mil/darpatech2005/presentation/mto/pappert.pdf , Dr. Pappert explains that
the Microsystems Technology Office seeks to use RF systems with increased
bandwidth and dynamic range in order to “detect anything , from anywhere, at
anytime“. He states that photonic crystal technology is being developed and
when this technology is coupled with other technologies, it will enable future
systems to see through walls and broadcast over a million high definition
television channels globally.
On 4/25/2006 GOVEXEC.COM posted an article by Jonathan Marino revealing
that Jim Williams, the director of the US VISIT program within the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), told attendees of the National Business Travel
Association annual meeting that he wants to work with several other DHS
agencies to develop a “global ID management system”. Williams pointed out to
the crowd that a global identification system would streamline transaction time,
reduce fees, and help reduce illegal immigration and terror threats.
These examples reveal how the U.S. government is working within the guise of
the war on terror to not only preserve, but expand it’s resemblance; it’s presence
with it’s associated eyes and their power of percep tion through global electronic
human surveillance.
The next chapter will give further evidence of the central role of the U.S. in the
establishment of a New World Order which will be united by the finalized state of
global capitalism; the global ID mark system of Revelation 13:16-18.

Chapter 3
The Lead Talent Cast Upon the Mouth of the Woman: U.S.
Leadership Role in Promoting the Globalization of Capitalism and
the New World Order
And, behold, there was lifted up a talent of lead: and this is a woman that sitteth in the midst of
the ephah. And he said, This is wickedness. And he cast it into the midst of the ephah; and he
cast the weight of lead upon the mouth thereof. (Zechariah 5:7-8)

America’s New World Order Leadership
For decades, American political leadership has been callin g for a New World
Order led by the United States.
In his book One World, Wendall L. Willkie; Republican candidate for President
of the United States in 1940, wrote:
“America must choose one of three courses after this war (WWII): narrow nationalism, which
inevitably means the ultimate loss of our own liberty; international imperialism; which means the
sacrifice of some other nations liberty; or the creation of a world in which there shall be an
equality of opportunity for every race and every nation.” ….“To make this choice effective, we
must win not only the war, but also the peace, and we must start winning it now.”
“To win this peace…the world must be free, politically and economically, for nations and for men,
that peace may exist in it; third, America must play an active, constructive role in freeing it and
keeping its peace.”
“When I say that peace must be planned on a world basis, I mean quite literally that it must
embrace the earth.”
“Economic freedom is as important as political freedom. Not only must people have access to
what other peoples produce, but their products must in turn have some chance of reaching men
all over the world. There will be no peace, there will be no real development, there will be no
economic stability, unless we find the method by which we can begin to break down the
unnecessary trade barriers hampering the flow of goods. Obviously the sudden and
uncompromising abolition of tariffs after the war could only result in disaster. But obviously, also,
one of the freedoms we are fighting for is the freedom to trade.”…
“…even our present standard of living in America cannot be maintained unless the exchange of
goods flows more freely over the whole world.”
(One World: Copyright 1943, by Wendall L. Willkie. Published by Simon & Schuster, Inc., pp.
142-148)

Another major New World Order advocate was the former Governor of the State
of New York and 41 st Vice-President of the U.S; a Baptist named Nelson A.
Rockefeller.

“Rocky” said in his 1962 Godkin Lectures at Harvard University:
“It is a tragic fact that the free world today offers no secure structure of international order…”
(Nelson A. Rockefeller, The Future of Federalism, Atheneum, New York, 1963.Copyright 1962
by The President and Fellows of Harvard College. P.67)
“In Europe, the Common Market has been a concept fostered and propagated by the U.S. for
more than a decade. Now that it is here and prospering, we must define our relation to the old
world in view of this new economic power.”…“Our fragmentary approach has not given freeenterprise capitalism a chance to serve the needs of the people of the free world as it has in the
U.S.”…Yet for the industrial nations of the free world to share in the benefits of this system in
any meaningful sense requires, above all, an international climate of political stability. “ (Nelson
A. Rockefeller, The Future of Federalism, Atheneum, New York, 1963.Copyright 1962 by The
President and Fellows of Harvard College. P.71-72)
“The need, therefore, is urgent to harness the unparallel resources of free enterprise to the task
of meeting human needs and aspirations throughout the free world. “ …“For we must remember
that in this country there is a free enterprise of philanthropy and voluntary service as well as a
free enterprise based on profit and loss. All these, then, are some of the reasons-economic,
military, political-pressing us to lead vigorously toward the building of a new world order. And it
urgently requires, I believe, that the United States take the leadership among all free peoples to
make the underlying concepts and aspirations of national sovereignty truly meaningful through
the federal approach. (Nelson A. Rockefeller, The Future of Federalism, Atheneum, New York,
1963.Copyright 1962 by The President and Fellows of Harvard College. P.73-74)
“Just as the operation of our own national economy and social life is interdependent with a
federal system of government, assuring freedom and order, so just as dramatically do the
economic and social working s of a free economy in the world require movement toward a a
federal idea, bringing order to the chaos of nation-states.” …”Just as the American federal
system invites the larger and smaller states to take the lead in showing the nation new political
paths, so should this nation as a whole, along with the more powerful free nations, assume a
similar role of leadership in the world at large. “ (Nelson A. Rockefeller, The Future of
Federalism, Atheneum, New York, 1963.Copyright 1962 by The President and Fellows of
Harvard College. P.78-79)

Nelson Rockefeller’s Baptist grandfather was a tithing, phila nthropic, greedy
tyrant named John D. Rockefeller I. John’s Standard Oil Trust monopoly was a
virtual prelude to America’s shadow government; America‘s first great
corporation. It marked the beginning of America’s global economic supremacy,
and her accompanying soul surrender to capitalism. The “all seeing eye” of this
monopoly was built through genius, single -minded diligence, thrift, tracking
competitors, extortion, bribery, price cutting, legal deception, secrecy,
aggressive marketing, propaganda, govern ment diplomacy and military threat.
The Standard Trust was dissolved into 39 different companies by a 1911 U.S.
Supreme Court ruling. The decision was based upon the Trust’s danger to the
citizens of the American Republic as a monopolistic conspiracy with it‘s “intent
and purpose to exclude others”. (The Rockefellers, An American Dynasty. Copyright 1976
by Peter Collier and David Horowitz. P. 59)

In light of the crimes of Rockefeller and his organization, Henry Demarest Lloyd

wrote in Wealth Against Commonwealth in 1894:
“If our civilization be destroyed, it will not be from barbarians from below. Our barbarians come
from above. Our great money makers have sprung up in one generation into seats of power
kings do not know. …these men … claim a power without control, exercised through forms which
make it anonymous and perpetual. … They are gluttons of luxury and power…believing that
mankind must be kept terrorized. Of gods, friends, learnings, of the uncomprehended civilization
they overrun, they ask but one question: How much?” (The Rockefellers, An American Dynasty.
Copyright 1976 by Peter Collier and David Horowitz. Pg’s 43-44)

In light of the Standard Oil monopoly, John Moody defined trusts in his 1904
book , The Truth About Trusts, as follows:
“an intricate network of large and small groups of capitalists, many allied to one another by ties
of more or less importance, but all being appendages to or parts of the greater groups, which are
themselves dependent on and allied with two mammoth or Rockefeller and Morgan groups.
These two mammoth groups jointly … constitute the heart of business and commercial life of the
nation, the others all being arteries which permeate in a thousand ways our whole national life,
making their influence felt in every home and hamlet, yet all connected with and dependent on
this great central source, the influence and policy which dominates all. “ (The Rockefellers, An
American Dynasty. Copyright 1976 by Peter Collier and David Horowitz. Pg’s 44-45)

Former U.S. President Harry S. Truman re minded Americans over 40 years ago
that “the United Nations was established largely through the initiative and
support of the United States and has it’s home here.” (Harry S. Truman, Mr. Citizen,
Popular Library, New York, copyright 1960. P. 209) It was Nelson Rockefeller who had
been instrumental in persuading the United Nations to locate permanently in
New York City. His father, John D. Jr., donated the entire multi -million dollar sum
needed to purchase the 17 acre East River site called “X City“. (The Rockefellers,
An American Dynasty. Copyright 1976 by Peter Collier and David Horowitz. Pg’s 246-247)

As early as 1964, Phyllis Schafly was warning Americans that the Secret
Kingmakers such as Nelson Rockefeller and other prominent financial, political
and press leaders were members of the DeBilderberg Group meeting secretly to
chart the course of U.S. and world government. (Phyllis Schafly, A Choice Not An
Echo, Pere Marquette Press, Copyright 1964)

Carroll Quigley, a professor of history at the Foreign Service School of
Georgetown University, formerly taught at Princeton and at Harvard. He’s a
member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the
American Anthropological Association, and the American Economic Association,
as well as various historical associations. Quigley has written:
"The powers of financial capitalism has another far reaching aim, nothing less than to create a
world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each
country and the economy of the world as a whole.... “ (Carroll Quigley, Tragedy and Hope: A
History of the World in our Time, p.324)

David Rockefeller in his Memoirs, published in 2002, stated the following
confirming his family‘s leading role in forming a one worl d order:

"For more than a century, ideological extremists at either end of the political spectrum have
seized upon well-publicized incidents to attack the Rockefeller family for the inordinate influence
they claim we wield over American political and economic institutions. Some even believe we
are part of a secret cabal working against the best interests of the United States, characterizing
my family and me as 'internationalists' and of conspiring with other around the world to build a
more integrated global political and economic structure - one world, if you will. If that is the
charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it."
(source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Rockefeller)

How do these thoughts relate back to the prophecy of Zechariah 5?
Zechariah 5:7-8 says:
And, behold, there was lifted up a talent of lead: and this is a woman that sitteth in the midst of
the ephah. And he said, This is wickedness. And he cast it into the midst of the ephah; and he
cast the weight of lead upon the mouth thereof.

The word weight used in verse 8 is Strongs #68 is from the Hebrew root
meaning to build. It’s commonly translated stone in the Old Testament. If weight
were intended to be interpreted literally it would depict a round lead stone. In a
figurative sense, however, weight represents power, importance or influence.
Remember that Zechariah is receiving a vision of future things that he‘s never
heard of or seen before. Often in receiving future visions, the recipient is shown
things that the senses can’t comprehend because they don’t yet exist in literal
form. Such future things would be totally unfamiliar to the prophet if they were
described literally to him as they will exist in the future. As a result, the Holy
Spirit communicates future visions using symbols and metaphors that are readily
understood by the prophet in his time.
In addition, sometimes prophecies are given in figurative language so that their
meaning remains hidden until it’s time for the prophecy to be understood. John
2:19-22 is an illustration of this use.
The visions of the flying scroll and the ephah can’t be fully understood until the
actual things that the symbolic metaphors are intended to represent can be
understood. Once they exist in the world, or their future existence can be
foreseen based upon what currently exists, the stage is set for the interpretation
and subsequent fulfillment of these visions. This would explain why older
commentators interpret some prophecies differently than contemporary
expositors. Older interpretati ons can be based upon literal interpretations of
symbolic language because the interpretations were written at a time when there
was nothing yet in existence or under development that would allow the
symbolism to be properly understood. An example of this is the mark of the beast
prophecy in Revelation 13:16-18. Prior to the electronic computer age and the
development of the microchip implant, there really didn’t exist a vehicle that

would fulfill the prediction that a person would have to receive a mark in their
right hand or forehead in order to buy and sell.
Zechariah 5:7 says the weight is of lead and that the talent of lead is a wom an
representing wickedness. The talent is made of lead which is a soft and easily
fusible metal that emits unhealthy vapors when it’s heated.
Interestingly, Revelation 17:2 states concerning Babylon the Great which
mysteriously parallels 21 st century America :
With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth
have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication. (Revelation 17:2)

The words “have been made drunk“ (Strongs #3184) in Revelation 17:2 literally
mean to get drunk. The prophet Jeremiah helps clarify the meaning of drunk
here by proclaiming that Babylon’s idolatrous practice s spread throughout the
entire world have made the nations mad.
Babylon hath been a golden cup in the LORD’S hand, that made all the earth drunken: the
nations have drunken of her wine; therefore the nations are mad. (Jeremiah 51:7)

Revelation 18:3 uses the word wrath (thumos) to describe “the wine of the wrath
of her fornication” that all nations have drunk to the point of goin g morally
insane.
For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth
have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the
abundance of her delicacies. (Revelation 18:3)

Wrath (thumos) is used metaphorically here to speak of shedding blood or
murdering profusely. Thumos refers to fierceness and indignant anger that boils
up and quickly subsides. In the context of Revelation 18:3, thumos implies that
the woman or the superpower uses her military and economic power in the role
of global policeman. The wine of the wrath of her fornication, or A merica’s
heated anger which explodes with a vengeance upon non -integrating states
forcing their cooperation in global free trade , parallels the definition of the lead
talent that emits unhealthy vapors when it’s heated. This illustrates how the
statement made in Revelation 18:3, “the wine of the wrath of her fornication“
amplifies the significance of the lead talent in Zechariah 5: 7. As lead emits
unhealthy vapors when it’s heated, likewise America’s wrath explodes in heated
anger forcing uncooperative, non -integrating nations to support democratic free
trade and the globalization of capitalism championed by the U.S.
Does America use violent military action in this manner? Certainly she does and
it’s amazing that this is precisely how Jeremiah described Ba bylon in Jeremiah
50:23 which reads:

How is the hammer of the whole earth cut asunder and broken! how is Babylon become a
desolation among the nations!

Remember what Wendall L. Willkie wrote in One World:
There will be no peace, there will be no real development, there will be no economic stability,
unless we find the method by which we can begin to break down the unnecessary trade barriers
hampering the flow of goods. Obviously the sudden and uncompromising abolition of tariffs after
the war could only result in disaster. But obviously, also, one of the freedoms we are fighting for
is the freedom to trade.”…

America answered Willkie’s call to become the “hammer of the whole earth“; the
economic power whose corporations would penetrate global marke ts in
spreading capitalism and if necessary use her military power to forcefully break
down unnecessary trade barriers hampering the flow of goods globally.
In acting as the “hammer of the whole earth” or “global policeman“, America is
simply fulfilling her leadership role in establishing the New World Order as
affirmed by President George W. Bush.
“We will actively work to bring the hope of democracy, development, free markets, and free
trade to every corner of the world.”…“ The United States welcomes our responsibility to lead in
this great mission.” (Excerpts from The National Security Strategy of the United States of
America by President George W. Bush dated 9/17/2002.)

The New World Order, in an economic sense, is globalized capitalism.
Globalized Capitalism is a world system of financial control that exists in private
hands which is able to dominate the political system of each country and the
economy of the world as a whole. This is the economic system that Carroll
Quigley described and Nelson Rockefeller was advocating in 1962 in his
lectures at Harvard.
“Hammer of the whole earth” or “global policeman” is a lso precisely the role that
the neo-conservative presidential advisory group Project for a New American
Century and President George W. Bush see the U.S. fulfilling. Here’s some
excerpts from the Project for a New American Century and The National Security
Strategy of the United States of America confirming this fact.
This report proceeds from the belief that America should seek to preserve and extend its position
of global leadership by maintaining the preeminence of U.S. military forces. Today, the United
States has an unprecedented strategic opportunity. It faces no immediate great-power challenge;
it is blessed with wealthy, powerful and democratic allies in every part of the world; it is in the
midst of the longest economic expansion in its history; and its political and economic principles
are almost universally embraced. At no time in history has the international security order been
as conducive to American interests and ideals. The challenge for the coming century is to
preserve and enhance this “American peace.” Yet unless the United States maintains sufficient
military strength, this opportunity will be lost. And in fact, over the past decade, the failure to
establish a security strategy responsive to new realities and to provide adequate resources for
the full range of missions needed to exercise U.S. global leadership has placed the American
peace at growing risk. America’s global leadership, and its role as the guarantor of the current

great-power peace, relies upon the safety of the American homeland; the preservation of a
favorable balance of power in Europe, the Middle East and surrounding energy producing region,
and East Asia; and the general stability of the international system of nation-states relative to
terrorists, organized crime, and other “non-state actors.” (Source: THE PROJECT FOR THE
NEW AMERICAN CENTURY: Donald Kagan Gary Schmitt Project Co-Chairmen & Thomas
Donnelly Principal Author)
“INCREASE DEFENSE SPENDING gradually to a minimum level of 3.5 to 3.8 percent of gross
domestic product, adding $15 billion to $20 billion to total defense spending annually. Fulfilling
these requirements is essential if America is to retain its militarily dominant status for the coming
decades. Conversely, the failure to meet any of these needs must result in some form of
strategic retreat. The true cost of not meeting our defense requirements will be a lessened
capacity for American global leadership and, ultimately, the loss of a global security order that is
uniquely friendly to American principles and prosperity. After the victories of the past century –
two world wars, the Cold War and most recently the Gulf War – the United States finds itself as
the uniquely powerful leader of a coalition of free and prosperous states that faces no immediate
great-power challenge. The American peace has proven itself peaceful, stable and durable. It
has, over the past decade, provided the geopolitical framework for widespread economic growth
and the spread of American principles of liberty and democracy. Yet no moment in international
politics can be frozen in time; even a global Pax Americana will not preserve itself.”
(Source: THE PROJECT FOR THE NEW AMERICAN CENTURY: Donald Kagan Gary Schmitt
Project Co-Chairmen & Thomas Donnelly Principal Author)
“The concept of “free trade” arose as a moral principle even before it became a pillar of
economics. If you can make something that others value, you should be able to sell it to them. If
others make something that you value, you should be able to buy it. This is real freedom, the
freedom for a person—or a nation—to make a living. To promote free trade, the Unites States
has developed a comprehensive strategy:…”
Trade and investment are the real engines of economic growth. Even if government aid
increases, most money for development must come from trade, domestic capital, and foreign
investment. An effective strategy must try to expand these flows as well. Free markets and free
trade are key priorities of our national security strategy.”
(U.S. President G.W. Bush 9/17/2004 published excerpts from “The National Security Strategy of
the United States of America September 2002”)
“The unparalleled strength of the United States armed forces, and their forward presence, have
maintained the peace in some of the world’s most strategically vital regions. However, the
threats and enemies we must confront have changed, and so must our forces. ..The presence of
American forces overseas is one of the most profound symbols of the U.S. commitments to
allies and friends. Through our willingness to use force in our own defense and in defense of
others, the United States demonstrates its resolve to maintain a balance of power that favors
freedom. To contend with uncertainty and to meet the many security challenges we face, the
United States will require bases and stations within and beyond Western Europe and Northeast
Asia, as well as temporary access arrangements for the long-distance deployment of U.S.
forces.” (President G.W. Bush 9/17/2002 from “The National Security Strategy of the United
States of America September 2002“)

Thomas Barnett (U.S. Naval War College & member of the Project for a New
American Century)
Thomas Barnett (U.S. Naval War College and member of the Project for a New American
Century) argued that the dangers against which U.S. forc es must be arrayed

derive precisely from countries and region that are ''disconnected'' from the
prevailing trends of economic globalization.
'If we map out U.S. military responses since the end of the Cold War, we find an overwhelming
concentration of activity in the regions of the world that are excluded from globalizations growing
Core -- namely the Caribbean Rim, virtually all of Africa, the Balkans, the Caucasus, Central
Asia, the Middle East and Southwest Asia, and much of Southeast Asia,''
"A country's potential to warrant a U.S. military response is inversely related to its globalization
connectivity." ("The Pentagon's New Map", by Thomas P. M. Barnett, U.S. Naval War College,
Esquire Magazine, March 2003, p. 174-79, 227-9.)
The challenge in fighting terrorist networks is both to ''get them where they live'' in the arc of
instability and prevent them from spreading their influence into what Barnett calls ''seam states''
located between the Gap and the Core. Such seam states, he says, include Mexico, Brazil,
South Africa, Morocco, Algeria, Greece, Turkey, Pakistan, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines
and Indonesia. Those nations, the logic goes, should play critical roles, presumably including
providing forward bases, for interventions into the Gap.
At the same time, if states ''loosen their ties'' to the global economy, ''bloodshed will follow. If you
are lucky'', according to Barnett, ''so will American troops”.

On the eve of the war in Iraq, Barnett pre dicted that taking Baghdad would not
be about settling old scores or enforcing disarmament of illegal weapons.
Rather, he wrote it ''will mark a historic tipping point -- the moment when
Washington takes real ownership of strategic security in the age of
globalization''.
President George W. Bush’s free trade initiative linked to Iraq invasion
Debka-net-weekly June 24, 2003, 12:17 AM (GMT+02:00) reported :
Washington took the opportunity of the World Economic Forum held this week in
Jordan to administer another push to its free trade plan for the Middle East – the
other half of its program of democratic reform.
US Trade representative Robert Zoellick acknowledged that President George
W. Bush’s free trade initiative was part of the concept behind the invasion of
Iraq.
“…it is important to have a secure environment not only in military terms, but also to use that as
a foundation for building opportunity that we hope brings empowerment to the region,” said
Zoellick.

Washington envisages free commerce with Arab nations within a decade linked
to calls by Arabs themselves for internal reforms and greater political
openness…
Paralleling this Debka Report is a lecture delivered on June 2, 2005, at Dr.
Galya's International Relations Class at DePaul Unive rsity, Chicago. It’s a

summary analysis of the U.S. involvement in the Middle East titled “The United
States And Iraq” by Dr. Khoshaba Jasim found at www.aina.org. This site is
called the Assyrian International News Agency.
Dr. Khoshaba Jasim is an Assyrian from Iraq. He immigrated to the U.S. in 1974.
He has a Ph.D. in political science from Western Pacific University. In
articulating the role of the Iraq War on Terror in America’s globalization of
capitalism, Dr. Khoshaba Jasim writes:
(AINA) -- The importance of Middle East to the United States rose significantly in 1980 after the
Oil embargo of 1973. The then ensuing events, rise of fundamentalism, turmoil, and widespread
kidnappings, urged United States strategists to reevaluate its foreign policy and to place Middle
East under direct military control after Britain decided to leave the region.
To fill the vacuum, United States strategists also considered a number of policy alternatives such
as the Persian Gulf, Suez Canal, and the Northern Tier states. The spot most acceptable to them
was Oil rich Saudi Arabia, which is adjacent to the Persian Gulf and to the shipping lanes that
are vital to United States commerce. The scenario displayed in the Region and executed in the
Gulf; i.e. the Desert Storm, was in fact launched to achieve such objectives that were beyond the
liberation of Kuwait. These objectives were:




a military base in Gulf area
a Central Command headquarters
a long term responsibility of maintaining the status-quo in post cold-war era.

The relaxation of international relations in the wake of Soviet Union disintegration, the collapse
of balance of power theory that overwhelmed the bipolar world, and the emergence of the New
Order with a uni-polar system under the U. S., created a new version of relations characterized
by the following:
Politically




A new law-abiding international system.
The return to the United Nations and regional organizations to thwart crisis, diffuse
quarrels, and enforce peace.
The use of coalitions to police the world when thwarting fails or does not work.

Economically



Monopoly and control by the United States over world fortunes due to its huge economy
and military strength.
Equal treatment of all nations in a world of free and open markets.

In light of these developments, all countries have to share in the promotion of trade, remove
barriers to world commerce, and encourage investments that lead to the preservation and
continuation of global capitalism as well as the coordination of the interests of all nations in open
markets without ideological competition or class struggle. The New World Order emerged as a
new version of the traditional capitalist system but with a different agenda compatible
with the interests of the United States. Desert Storm, therefore, was launched as a means to
protect United States strategic interests in the Region under the pretext of liberating Kuwait as
per United Nations Resolution 678.
In the aftermath of Desert Storm, three events transpired as follows:





The Iraqi Army was expelled from Kuwait.
Iraq was deprived of fatal weapons and its arsenal reduced, rendering it incapable of
intimidating and threatening its neighbors.
The United States signed a military treaty with Kuwait and assumed the position of
Guardian of peace in the Middle East.

Prior to Desert Storm U. S. strategists considered two vital issues: how could the U.S. integrate
the Middle East and especially the strategic Iraq within the global economy in New World Order,
and by what means could the U.S. annex the Middle East and Iraq as integral parts of its global
military strategy? The first issue, the integration of the region in global economy is accomplished
in the course of democratizing the region as done in Afghanistan and Iraq and carrying out U.S.
regional policy that seeks to:




Keeping the sea lanes open for international trade.
Maintaining the flow of oil at a reasonable price.
Providing support for Israel and moderate Arab states.

The second issue, annexing Middle East and Iraq to U. S. global military strategy is achieved
through the means pursued by the Administration to execute its global policy including the use of
military power. So Desert Storm was neither an isolated event that did erupt randomly, nor a
product of the hour. It was in fact a vital part of United States global defensive arrangements
steadily elaborated to repel radical movements against the New World System. The following are
some of U. S. goals in the Region.




Stationing of US troops in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.
The installation of a Headquarters in Qatar for the Central Command.
A long-term responsibility to maintain the status-quo in post cold-war and to control and
administer the New World system.

United States objectives in the Middle East are basically the same as well as the strategy and it’s
vital interests depends on political and social developments outside its borders and in the rest of
the World, that have direct impact on the living standards of the Americans. The United States;
therefore, is:




Preserving the status-quo or the world capitalist system.
Opposing the ideas that are not responsive to the new global strategies.
Using coalitions as resolved by the United Nations to quell aggression and promote
peace and the new economic regime.

U.S. troops are still in Iraq, which is, just like other states in the region, included within United
States global strategy under the Central Command. The other states involved are Egypt, Sudan,
Ethiopia, Jordan, Israel, Iran, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Kenya, Somalia,
Yemen, and the Gulf states. United States uses its military to:



Secures the flow of oil and other energy resources to U.S. and the other industrialized
nations.
Explores new markets for its products.

and in the course of executing it’s new Global policy, it:






Protects small nations against aggression
Support peaceful missions delegated by the United Nations.
Combats terrorism
Destroys weapons of mass destruction
Repels fundamentalism

With regard to Iraq, the United States aims were destroying weapons of mass destruction and
forcing it to abide by International Law United Nations resolutions. The policy of Iraq under
Saddam Hussein after the Gulf war was not satisfactory to the U.S, nor was it in conformity with
the global economy. Notwithstanding, the United States pursued peaceful means to make Iraq
comply with United Nations resolutions, including diplomacy, economic sanctions, political
pressure, covert operations and finally, the last resort, military power. The immediate United
States objectives in Iraq are:





A democratic and secular regime to protect and defend individual freedoms and to
guarantee the political rights of its nationalities mainly the Arabs, Kurds, Assyrians, and
Turkomans. The United States is already extending help to the Iraqi people in this
respect.
A peace-loving Iraq clear of weapons of mass-destruction; nuclear, biological, and
chemical.
A viable economy that provides jobs and employment to Iraqi citizens.

U. S. strategic objectives in Iraq are:



The annexation of Iraq to the global economy so U.S. can invest heavily in this oil-rich
country.
Including it under Central Command arrangements and promoting it as a vital political
bastion of democracy in the region.

To attain these goals the United States deemed it necessary to be there and to link Iraq
practically with other component of its Global strategy in the region and around the Globe. United
States global military strategy involves Latin America, Balkan, Middle East, South East Asia,
Central Asia region along the borders of Russia and China. The 21st Century has been
designated as the United States century. Strategists in Washington have reviewed the whole
United States global policy and especially the Middle East in the aftermath of the cold-war on the
following assumptions:





A democratic, capitalist Middle East.
An overwhelming Global capitalist economy.
The defeat of fundamentalism and terrorist movements.
The expansion of the market system and World trade. All nations will participate on basis
of mutual benefits.

Today it is Globalization all over and Iraq, a very rich country with oil, minerals, vast arable land,
uranium, and other resources, is in the heart of it. The United States is digging there for a
prolonged stay. The question is whether it will retreat or rebound and abandon its obligations.
The case of Iraq is greater than we read in the media. Iraq is today a component of U. S. Global
military strategy in the region under the Central Command. All the United States interests within
the region shall be guaranteed to succeed and provided adequate protection. So the United
States will stay the course alone or in a coalition. A United States retreat will cause its economy
to shrink and bring down the living standards of the people. It is not possible under these
circumstances to isolate itself within its borders. This is a retroactive step that hurts its economic
and security interests that are associated with world trade. It is also not possible to abandon its
achievements and its world status as the leader, consolidator, and advisor. The United States,
therefore, has no intention at all to leave the region or abandon its global strategy especially in
Iraq. President Bush declared that the United States would not abandon its obligation. The
United States had already returned the sovereignty to Iraqi people on June 30, 2004. British
Prime Minister Tony Blair also made it clear that the United States and Britain cannot tolerate
the consequences of failure and they both will proceed to install a democratic regime in Iraq. For
the first time in seventy years Iraq now has a representative and freely elected government.

United States foreign policy goals have yet a long way to go. U.S. will stay in the Region and
Iraq, just like the other states, will convert to a rotating component of the United States global
strategy. (© 2005, Assyrian International News Agency)

If you have trouble believing the truth or accuracy of this Ph.D.’s perception,
please take a moment and visit the website Project For The New American
Century (PNAC) by Washington Neo-Conservative Politicians found at the site:
newamericancentury.org.
Neo-Conservatives signing the 1997 Statement of Principles included Elliott
Abrams, Gary Bauer, William J. Bennett, Jeb Bush, Dick Cheney, Eliot A.
Cohen, Midge Decter, Paula Dobriansky, Steve Forbes, Aaron Friedberg,
Francis Fukuyama, Frank Gaffney, Fred C. Ikle, Donald Kagan, Zalmay
Khalilzad, I. Lewis Libby, Norman Podhoretz, Dan Quayle, Peter W. Rodma n,
Stephen P. Rosen, Henry S. Rowen, Donald Rumsfeld, Vin Weber, George
Weigel, and Paul Wolfowitz. William Kristol is Chairman. You’re doubts about
the basis for Dr. Jasim’s political analysis of the U.S in Iraq should be calmed
because his analysis aligns so well with the Project For The New American
agenda Century goals driving President Bush and America‘s quest for global
leadership.
These quotations and reports are just a sample of the many sources that could
be used to document the economic motivation behind America’s use of force in
promoting a New World Order and the globalization of capitalism; including it‘s
migration into Iraq.
The mouth of the ephah
Returning back to the text of Zechariah 5:8, it is written that the weight of lead is
cast upon the mouth of the ephah. Obviously an ephah can’t have a literal
mouth so we’re dealing with figurative language in these ve rses. The fact that
the weight of the lead is cast upon the mouth of the ephah confirms the idea that
Zechariah 5:7-8 is portraying a gifted, powerful, influential, corrupt, violent,
unethical, immoral role in the global economic system.
The word mouth is Strongs #6310, peh, meaning the instrument of speech. It’s
also defined as “a principal speaker, one which utters the common o pinion” by
Webster’s 1828 American Dictionary of the English Language. In modern terms
one might say “a primary spokesperson pro moting global democracy and the
globalization of capitalism”.
In Zechariah 5:8, the mouth or instrument of speech for the epha h or global
economic system receives the lead talent as it‘s cast or thrown. Within the realm
of magic, spells are said to be cast or sent forth so that the effect of the spell is
manifested. The choice of the word cast here may carry with it a spiritual
connotation since the effect of the talent being cast on the mouth manifests itself

in powerful communication abilities. As the lead talent, representing superior
abilities is cast, it’s fused with the mouth or instrument of speech. In other words,
the mouth becomes a powerful, global commu nication channel for the ephah or
global economic system.
Do the scriptures refer to a wicked, powerful, global communicator?
Yes! In prophesying concerning Antichrist the Beast 666; Daniel 7:8, 25 and
Revelation 13:5 teach that Antichrist is given a mouth speaking great things and
blasphemies in exercising an antichristian global dictatorship. (Revelation 13:7)
Revelation 13:11 tells us that the False Prophet working on behalf of Antichrist
will speak like Satan and empower the likeness of Antichris t to speak. He will
institute the global ID mark system of Revelation 13:16 -18.
Daniel 7:25 teaches that Antichrist will change laws. The change of laws refers
back to Zechariah 5:1-4 and the implementation of Antichrist’s counterfeit
Universal Law.
With this truth in mind, the meaning of Zechariah 5:1 -8 can now be briefly
summarized as follows:


A counterfeit Universal Law will be established. Apostates who swear or pledge allegiance to
it will eventually be destroyed. (Zechariah 5:1-4)



The globalization of capitalism will be championed by it’s powerful, primary spokesperson,
the United States of America. (Zechariah 5:5-8)

The following chapter will reveal the interpretation of Zechariah 5:9 -11 and it‘s
relationship to the vision of the flying scrol l in Zechariah 5:1-4.

Chapter 4
Two Woman Bear the Ephah to Shinar: The U.S. & Her Shadow
Government Birth Globalized Capitalism In Iraq
Then lifted I up mine eyes, and looked, and, behold, there came out two women, and the wind
was in their wings; for they had wings like the wings of a stork: and they lifted up the ephah
between the earth and the heaven.
Then said I to the angel that talked with me, Whither do these bear the ephah?
And he said unto me, To build it an house in the land of Shinar: and it shall be established, and
set there upon her own base. (Zechariah 5:9-11)

Zechariah 5:9-10 describes in symbolic language the globalization of the unjust
economic system of capitalism led by the United States of America.
In determining the meaning of this passage consider first that a stork is a
migratory, mothering bird with a huge wingspan that facilitates rapid flight. The
stork is representative of the woman or America giving birth and spreading the
ephah or corrupt economic system across the globe.
The concept of mothering or birthing something other than human life is seen in
Revelation 17:5. This verse describes Babylon the Great, America, as the
Mother of Harlots and abominations of the earth. In other words, America is a
great religious whore who’s corrupting the globe through the idolatry and
immorality associated with the economic system of capitalism she‘s reproducing
or globalizing.
Zechariah 5:9 uses the word wind, Strongs #7307, to figuratively represent a
spirit animated by discontent and violent anger.
The word wings in Zechariah 5:9 is Strongs #3671. It originates from the
Hebrew root meaning to project laterally and literally refers to the edge or
extremity of a bird or army. In scripture, it’s used to describe the global spread of
the work of both Christ and Antichrist. For example, in Malachi 4:2, the phrase
“healing in his wings” is used to describe the positive benefits th e Lord will bring
to the world at his return. In Daniel 9:27, #3671 is translated “overspreading”; it
describes the negative things that Antichrist’s dictatorship will spread globally. In
other words, the “wind was in these wings” in Zechariah 5:9 communic ates what
the two woman with stork-like wings are spreading globally. Specifically, the
phrase “the wind was in their wings” is referring to the covetous, greedy, angry
spirit; the driving force behind America’s rapid spread of the corrupt economic
system of global capitalism represented by the ephah.

Two woman: America and her Shadow Government
Next, Zechariah 5:9 tells us that Zechariah saw the arrival of two woman. The
fact that there are two woman implies that an image of the first woman is
produced. Consider that a shadow is an obscure representat ion of something or
someone. There is nothing in the biblical text that would exclude the possibility
of the second woman from being a shadow of the first woman. In other words,
the second woman could be a shadow government of the United States. It’s
these two woman that are responsible for the movement of the corrupt global
economic described in Zechariah 5:9 -11.
Migration to Iraq
Zechariah questioned the angel revealing this amazing vision: “Whither do
these bear the ephah?”
In other words, Zechariah wondered where the two woman were moving the
corrupt economic system. In other words, Zechariah asked: “where are America
and her shadow government spreading capitalism”. The answer the angel gave
him is recorded in Zechariah 5:11 below.
“To build it an house in the land of Shinar: and it shall be established, and set there upon her
own base“.

A house for the epah in Shinar
The word house used in Zechariah 5:11 is Strongs #1004, bayith. The word
refers to an organized family of people belonging to th e same household. In
reference to government, it refers to a body united in legislative capacity. For
example; house of representatives, or house of commons. The use of the word
house indicates that the ephah is legally integrated into the lives of the peo ple of
Shinar. Shinar literally means the country of two rivers and is the ancient name
for the territory later known as Babylon ia or Chaldea. Today we call this territory
Iraq.
The prophecy is communicating that through the cooperative effort of America
and her shadow government, the corrupt global economic system would be
moved to it’s own base; it’s resting place, or final loc ation in Iraq. More
specifically, I believe the message of Zechariah 5:11 is that the legal integration
of global capitalism into Iraqi government policy will provide a foundation from
which capitalism will serve as a global unifying force.
Shadow Government
Is there evidence today of an American shadow government that’s working with
America to establish a permanent station for a global system in Iraq?

Evidence of a U.S. shadow government has existed for decades.
The American public and professing church has been warned of thi s at least as
far back as 1964 when David Wise and Thomas B. Ross released a 26 chapter
national best-selling book entitled, The Invisible Government. It’s content
focused on invisible government functions of groups such as the National
Security Agency (NSA), the 54/12, the C.I.A and many others within the U.S.
The same year Phyllis Schafly’s book, A Choice Not An Echo, was released. It
revealed the undermining of American sovereignty by the secret DeBilderberg
(“Bilderberg”) group.
It seems that due to her unconditional patriotism and allegiance to a supposed
righteousness inherent in the American government, an overwhelming vast
majority of the American church has been ignoring decades of warnings that
there exists an invisible, hidden, or shadow gov ernment controlling the visible
U.S. government.
Here’s a few excerpts from these voices:


President Woodrow Wilson: “Some of the biggest men in the U.S., in the field of commerce
and manufacture, are afraid of somebody, are afraid of something. They know there is a
power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so
pervasive that they better not speak about it above their breath when they speak in
condemnation of it. “ (Woodrow Wilson, The New Freedom, (New York: Doubleday, 1914)
pp.13-14.)



U.S. Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter: “The real rulers in Washington are invisible,
and exercise power from behind the scenes.” (James Perloff, The Shadows of Power: The
Council on Foreign Relations and the American Decline (Appleton, WS:Western Islands,
1988) p.3)



Former New York City mayor John F. Hylan: “The real menace of our Republic is the
invisible government which like a giant octopus sprawls it’s slimy length over the city, state,
nation…” (“Hylan Takes A Stand on National Issues”, The New York Times (March 27,
1922), p.3.)



Retired USAF Colonel L. Fletcher Prouty: The U.S. is run by a “Secret Team”, an “inner
sanctum of a new religious order”. “The power of the Team derives form it’s vast intracover
undercover infrastructure with it’s direct relationship with private industries…””It is big
business, big government, big money, big pressure…all operating in self-centered, utterly
self-serving security and secrecy.” (L. Fletcher Prouty, Col, USAF, (Ret.), The Secret Team:
The CIA and It’s Allies in Control of the U.S. and The World (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1973), pp.2-3)

To pastors and professing Christians who have been aware of the secretive,
deceitful evils of the American government and have continued to affirm the U.S.
as a good, Christian nation deserving of God’s blessing, the word of the Lord
warns you:

Woe unto them that draw iniquity with cords of vanity, and sin as it were with a cart rope: That
say, Let him make speed, and hasten his work, that we may see it: and let the counsel of the
Holy One of Israel draw nigh and come, that we may know it!
Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for
darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!
Woe unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight! (Isaiah 5:18-21)

The 911 myth
Many scholars have scientific proof that “911” was an inside job produced by
arms of America’s shadow government. (Please review the information and
videos at the following link for supporting evidence:
http://www.scholarsfor911truth.org )
Will the same church that for decades has silently turned a blind eye to the
reality of a secret U.S. shadow government continue to supp ort the
government’s deceitful, “official” “911” government story.
The “911” myth has been exposed as a fable devised by the A merican
government. This government has hijacked the destructive events of 9/11/2001
in order to illegally usurp authority over the American Constitution and lay further
groundwork required for the future totalitarian New World Order of Antichrist.
The deceitful “war on terror” hypocritically denies American citizens their
Constitutional rights while facilitating the globalization of capitalism into Iraq
under the pretext of “911“.
Spiritually, the “911” fable is a potential source of controversy and divi sion in the
church, as myths and fables are when they are taught as truth. (1 Timothy 1:4, 4:7;
2 Timothy 4:4; Titus 1:14)

It’s time that professing Christians use discernment concerning the “911” story!
The official government story should be tested and examined honestly by the
church. (1 Thessalonians 5:21) There is no biblical basis for blind patriotism based
upon ignorance and myth!
Hatred, animosity, lovelessness and discrimination directed by the church
towards professing Christians rejecting the official “911” story and it’s
accompanying “war on terror” needs to be repented of! For professing
Christians, such behavior is beyond immature;, it’s immoral!
John 16:8 tells us that the Holy Spirit will reprove the world of sin. The word
reprove means to bring to light, expose, find fault with and correct. The world is
the word kosmos. Kosmos, Strongs #2889, is defined by Thayer is “an apt and
harmonious arrangement or constitution, order, government“. In other words, the

world is the antichristian world system: in postmodern terms the world is
represented by the New World Order system led by the United States.
Does God command his church to love the world? Absolutely n ot! I John 2:15
commands us not to love the kosmos.
James 4:4 tells us we become God’s enemy by loving the world system! Why
then, pastor, do you act as if a Christian should love the American system?
You preach salvation by grace through faith in Chr ist Jesus alone, but treat your
brother like salvation is by faith in God and country. To those of you out there
acting like this: the word of God says you are an enemy of God! This is proven in
the way that you treat the friends of God that expose the lie s and evil of the
American system! You’re proving by you’re silent, loving support of this evil
world system, and you’re inability to accept and fervently love those that obey
the preacher’s call found in 2 Timothy 4:2 to reprove the evils of the world
system, that you may not be a true child of God according to 1 John 2:15 and 1
John 3:14!
You’re idea of not conforming to the world involves merely externals that are
often the fruit of a deeper issue: an underlying love of the antichristian world
system. There will be no “revival” of lukewarm hearts like yours until you
renounce the whorish 501-c3 church fraud you selfishly benefit from and begin
laying the axe to the root of the sin and evil in the church and world: the love of
money and professing Christians being yoked together with the antichristian
world system championed today by the great whore, the United States of
America.
Quit clinging to America’s “Christian Heritage” as an excuse for you’re lukewarm
love of the world system. If America was God’s chosen nation, the Bible would
say so. As you should know, Israel is God’s covenant nation, not the U.S.
If America was God’s chosen nation, her early settlers wouldn’t have morally
stooped to selfish murder and war against Indians in stealin g and defrauding
Indians of their territory. Such “Dominionist” land grabbing wasn’t the result of
God’s blessing; it was the fruit of prideful, loveless, covetousness.
If America was God’s chosen nation; America’s early economy wouldn’t have
been built upon abusively enslaving Indians and Blacks; or unfair treatment of
manual laborers. The economic growth resulting from such lov eless immorality
wasn’t a result of God’s blessing; it was the fruit of selfish hatred and
covetousness.
If America was God’s chosen nation; and if all these things in the world that 1
John 2:15 commands us not to love that you love about America were tru ly
God’s blessings; the Rockefeller Dynasty wouldn’t have had to hurt the

multitudes that they have in the process of establishing capitalism as America’s
false religion.
The Pharisees clung proudly and patriotically to their Abrahamic heritage in
justifying themselves. Likewise, you ‘re using you’re Christian heritage to justify
you’re love of this world and you’re indifference, anger and hatred towards t hose
that expose the evils of the world system. You whores, you blind shepherds…
God’s Spirit is begging you to repent and come out of Babylon before you share
in her judgment!
Does the antichristian world system include the United States? Please diges t the
truth that 1 John 5:19 makes clear: the whole world lieth in wickedness .
Always has, always will; until Christ Jesus returns to destroy this present evil
system and establish his righteous kingdom. It’s rank blasphemy to think that the
American New World Order system is good! Matthew 4:8 makes it clear that
Satan offered Jesus all the kingdoms. Satan is called the god of this world, not
the god of all nations except America. (2 Corinthians 4:4)
The church needs to be encouraged to begin exposing the official government
story as a myth; rather than being used Satan to teach this fable as truth.
How many lives might have been saved if the church in Adolf Hitler’s time had
confronted the German Reichstag fire in Berlin with courageous discernment
rather than the foolish patriotic emotions?
“Who will rise up for me against the evildoers? Or who will stand up for me
against the workers of iniquity? (Psalm 94:17)
Globalization Of Capitalism Into Iraq
The globalization of capitalism into Iraq is accompa nied by a trial run of
mandatory biometric ID controls which the Iraqi people must adopt or die. This is
clearly a dramatic, evolutionary step towards the final mark system of Revelation
13:16-18. The following report titled “Marine Corps deploys Fallujah biometric ID
scheme” provides evidence of this test run. (Source: the register.com by John Lettice)
Published Thursday 9th December 2004 12:13 GMT
US forces in Iraq are attempting to tame Fallujah with biometric ID, according to an NBC news
report broadcast last week. The returning population of up to 250,000, reporter Richard Engel
said on Tom Brokaw's last Nightly News, is to be allowed back in gradually, a few thousand at a
time. "They'll be finger printed, given a retina scan and then an ID card, which will only allow
them to travel around their homes or to nearby aid centers, which are now being built. The
Marines will be authorized to use deadly force against those breaking the rules."

In addition, the Alex Jones Show December 2, 2004 reported an in terview with
Tom Brokaw on this news:

Here is the transcript from the report....
--------------------------------Reporter: "So far the plan is for most of the city's 250,000 residents to return in stages and first
only a few thousand will be let in. They'll be fingerprinted, given a retina scan and then an ID
card, which will only allow them to travel around their homes or to nearby aid centers which are
now being built. The Marines will be authorized to use deadly force against those breaking the
rules....Tom?"
Brokaw: "Richard, what's the latest on the election?.... "

United States Embassy complex in Iraq
A visible piece of evidence for an image of America now exists in the recent
establishment of the mysterious 104 acre United States Embassy complex in
Iraq scheduled for completion by 6/2007. This complex is about the size of
Vatican City. It’s 6 times the size of the United Nations compound in New York
City. It’s over ten times larger than it’s larges t predecessor, the U.S. embassy in
China.
Below are excerpts taken from the CRS Report for Congress, updated
4/11/2005, entitled the U.S. Embassy in Iraq by Susan B. Epstein, Specialist in
Foreign Policy and Trade Foreign Affairs, Defense, and Trade Divi sion.
The following link to Wikipedia will also provide many references concerning this
mysterious complex.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embassy_of_the_United_States_in_Baghdad)

Susan Epstein’s report fuels the belief that the invasio n and occupation of Iraq is
a well planned and economically justified capital project with an unknown
financial payback period of primary benefit to it’s champions and their networks.
They clearly indicate that U.S. plans are to reconstruct and restructure Iraq in
the image of the U.S.; to serve the needs of the U.S. business and agricultural
communities and the Iraqi people.
Susan B. Epstein states in her report:
The Bush Administration is in the process of establishing new embassy facilities in Baghdad and
regional offices throughout Iraq. The President has requested more than $1.3 billion in the
FY2005 supplemental request for the logistical, security and construction costs associated with
the embassy. …
As of June 28, 2004, sovereignty officially was transferred to the Iraqi interim government. At the
same time, the lines of U.S. government authority in Iraq were transferred from the Department
of Defense (DOD), the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), and Ambassador Bremer to the
Department of State (DOS), the American Embassy in Baghdad, and newly confirmed
Ambassador Negroponte. This report discusses reestablishing normal diplomatic ties with Iraq
and setting up the new embassy facilities and regional teams. It will be updated as changes
occur.
The U.S. Ambassador to Iraq has full authority for the American presence in Iraq
with two exceptions: 1 — military and security matters which are under the authority of General

George Casey, the U.S. Commander of the Multinational Force-Iraq (MNF-I), and 2 — staff
working for international organizations. In areas where diplomacy, military, and/or security
activities overlap, the Ambassador and the U.S. commander continue cooperating to provide coequal authority regarding what’s best for America and its interests in Iraq…
Americans representing about 11 government agencies are providing the face of
America in the embassy and regional offices in Iraq. The agencies include the
Departments of State (DOS), Defense (DOD), Agriculture (USDA), Commerce (DoC), Homeland
Security (DHS), Health and Human Services (HHS), Justice (DoJ), Labor (DoL), Transportation
(DoT), Treasury, and the Agency for International Development (USAID). Agencies that did not
recommend staff for an Iraq presence include Departments of Energy, the Interior, and Veterans
Affairs, as well as NASA, Peace Corps, Secret Service, and Social Security.
On October 31, 2004, the United States and Iraqi Ministry of Foreign Affairs signed an
agreement on diplomatic and consular property. Among other things, this agreement transferred
to the United States title to a site for the new American Embassy compound and future consulate
sites in Basra and Mosul. State’s Overseas Buildings Operations (OBO) identified property for a
New Embassy Compound (NEC) on a site adjacent to the Tigris River in the Green Zone. …
Regional teams are located in Mosul, Kirkuk, Basrah, and Hillah; each consists of limited staff
representing DOS, as well as other agencies and contractors in designated locations. Each
regional team’s mission is primarily advising and
coordinating with local officials and interacting with citizens to better understand the attitudes of
the Iraqi people toward America. Both in Baghdad and in the regional offices, American Foreign
Service Officers will be conducting public diplomacy — promoting American values and
policies in Iraq.
Beyond the official consulate posts in Iraq, the Department of State has Foreign
Service Officers embedded in major U.S. military commands located outside of Baghdad. DOS
and DOD civilian employees also are at these locations. …

In addition, the following information is provided by the government site:
Iraq.sambas.gov. It details various embassy offices and their purpose in
establishing the U.S. image in Iraq. It confirms in gre ater detail that the invasion
and occupation of Iraq was a well planned and economically justified capital
project of primary benefit to America and her beneficiaries.
Public Affairs Section
The Embassy's Public Affairs Section explains and supports American foreign policy and
promotes U.S. national interests through a wide range of information programs. …
In one-on-one meetings, in conferences, and through media materials, we address themes with
our Iraqi counterparts that include:


Economic security -- pursuing American trade interests, globalization of the
economy, and free-market ideals; …

Public Affairs staffers have direct, substantive, and sustained contact with Iraqi leaders. They
serve as spokespersons for all agencies represented in the U.S. diplomatic mission, articulate
U.S. foreign policy concerns to journalists, and conduct press conferences for resident and
visiting experts on a wide variety of subjects.
Cultural Affairs Office

The Cultural Affairs Office within the Public Affairs Section manages the mission's educational
and cultural programs. Its aim is to promote mutual understanding between Iraqis and
Americans. Cultural Affairs works closely with Iraqi institutions to organize exchanges,
workshops, lectures, and presentations by U.S. academics, specialists, writers and artists. The
programs cover a wide range of interests including economics, international relations,
democracy building, American studies, environment, law, commerce, and the arts. Cultural
Affairs also organizes American fine arts exhibits and public performances by American artists,
musicians, and theater groups.
Press Office
The Embassy's Press Office explains and supports American foreign policy and promotes
U.S. national interests through a wide range of information programs directed at Iraqi media.
Economic Section
The Embassy's Economic Section is responsible for monitoring and managing the full range of
economic relations between the U.S. and Iraq.
Political Affairs Section
The Embassy's Political Affairs Section observes and analyses political developments of
relevance to U.S. interests occurring within Iraq and between Iraq and other countries.
The Political Affairs Section staff maintains official contact with Iraqi government departments,
political parties, and interested non-governmental organizations. These contacts are used to
advocate policy consistent with U.S. interests, assess the degree of support for U.S.
policies, and maximize cooperation with the Iraqi government in areas of mutual concern.
…
Political-Military Affairs Section
The Embassy's Political-Military Affairs Section observes and analyses political and military
developments of relevance to U.S. national security interests occurring within Iraq and between
Iraq and other countries. The Political-Military Affairs Section works in conjunction with U.S.
military counterparts, interagency representatives, and foreign governments to handle all issues
concerned with the Multinational Force Iraq and its relationship to the Iraqi Interim Government
and MOD.
The Political-Military Affairs Section staff maintains official contact with Iraqi government
departments, including the Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Prime
Minister’s Office and the Ministerial Committee for National Security. These contacts are used
to advocate policy consistent with U.S. interests, assess the degree of support for U.S.
policies, and maximize cooperation with the Iraqi government in are as of mutual concern.
The Political-Military Affairs Section's analytical reporting of Iraqi issues to the U.S.
Department of State, along with its process of advocating U.S. positions to the Iraqi
government, are integral elements in the formation and implementation of American
foreign policy in and towards Iraq.
USAID Mission in Iraq
The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) is assisting Iraqis in
reconstructing their country. In cooperation and coordination with the Iraqi Government, USAID

works with the United Nations, World Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF) Coalition country
partners, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and many private sector partners.
The USAID Mission in Iraq carries out programs in education, health care, food security,
infrastructure reconstruction, airport and seaport management, economic growth, community
development, local governance, and transition initiatives.
The U.S. Commercial Service is proud to announce the launch of our new Commercial Service
Baghdad office, designed to assist and facilitate U.S. business in Iraq. The Commercial Service
has a network of export and industry specialists located in more than 100 U.S. cities and over 80
countries worldwide, including active commercial offices throughout the Middle East. This
worldwide Commercial Service network is committed to working with U.S. companies to
help Iraq reintegrate into the region and the world economy in order to achieve its economic
potential and, in so doing, improve the life of ordinary Iraqis.
Over the next few weeks and months Commercial Service Baghdad will be gearing up to provide
a range of business services to U.S. companies interested in the Iraqi market. As the new
commercial team at the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad mobilizes resources to serve the U.S.
business community, we recommend that interested U.S. companies refer to the U.S.
Department of Commerce IIRTF website for extensive up-to-date information on
commercial opportunities in the Iraq market.
Iraq's commercial potential is enormous. Beyond its well-known, substantial oil reserves, Iraq is a
cradle of culture in the region with a highly literate and enterprising population. Surprising to
many Americans, Iraq has had a highly developed agricultural sector and for generations has
been a breadbasket in the Middle East. For many years Iraqi businessmen and engineers have
been active and highly-respected throughout the region. Underlying economic conditions remain
strong and are beginning to rebound in the current liberal economic environment. Iraq needs to
import a wide range of products and services as it strives to recover and rebuild after nearly 20
years of economic stagnation. At the same time, U.S. firms should not ignore the
commercial opportunities flowing from the multi -billion dollar international
reconstruction effort. U.S. companies need to recognize the potential for economic
renaissance in Iraq, and Commercial Service Baghdad is prepared to help U.S.
businesses unlock that potential.
Office of Agricultural Affairs
The Office of Agricultural Affairs located in the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad, Iraq, is the overseas
arm of the Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).
FAS works to improve foreign market access for U.S. products, build new markets,
improve the competitive position of U.S. agriculture in the global marketplace, an d
provide food aid and technical assistance to foreign countries. The Office of Agricultural
Affairs is part of the FAS global network of agricultural economists, marketing experts,
negotiators, and other specialists stationed in more than 90 countries to support U.S. agricultural
interests.
For more than 20 years, Iraq's agriculture and agribusiness effectively have been cut off from
innovation. Iraq currently relies on imports to meet a large portion of its food and fiber needs.
Iraq has the land, water, and human resources needed for a successful agricultural sector, and it
has a long history as a commercial market.
Iraq Project and Contracting Office
The Iraq Project and Contracting Office (PCO), formerly called the Program Management Office,
manages the $18.4 billion gift from the American people to the Iraqi people to support the

reconstruction of Iraq's infrastructure. The office is responsible for all activities associated with
program, project, asset, and financial management, and manages both construction and nonconstruction activities across six sectors:







Electrical
Public Works and Water
Communications and Transportation
Buildings, Education and Health Care
Security and Justice
Oil

Construction projects include the building and renovation of power and water systems, schools
and hospitals, oil infrastructure, Iraq's fire, police and military services, and the modernization of
communications systems, roads and airports. Non-construction activities include equipment
supplies and training in all sectors.
Work is currently underway on hundreds of projects across Iraq, employing thousands of Iraqis
and improving the quality of life for people in every region of the country.

Along similar lines, DEBKA-Net-Weekly 113 June 25, 2003 reported the
following news:
“the Americans are secretly building two giant intelligence facilities in Iraq at a cost of some half
a billion dollars, according to an exclusive report received from DEBKA-Net-Weekly’s
intelligence sources. US engineering and construction units are setting up what amounts to an
“intelligence city” on a site north of the oil city of Mosul in Kurdistan and a second facility in
Baghdad’s Saadun district on the east bank of the Tigris. Our military experts infer from the vast
dimensions of the two projects and their colossal expense that it is Washington’s intention to
retain a large US military presence in Iraq in the long term, for a decade at least. The new
installations will greatly enhance America’s military, intelligence and electronic command and
control over Iraq and its neighbors, notably I ran and Syria. The Mosul facility will guard northern
Iraq’s oilfields and the pipelines carrying Iraqi gas and oil to Mediterranean terminals. Its
instruments will reach into every corner of Iran and Syria, replacing America’s electronic eyes
and ears in southern Turkey. This facility will be activated a section at a time according to need.
Upon completion at the end of 2005, it will employ an operating staff of around 4,000 American
intelligence personnel and electronic engineers. DEBKA-Net-Weekly’s Middle East sources
report that the intelligence center going up near Mosul is causing much nervousness in
Damascus and Tehran. Both governments understand that when the first sections are activated
in three months time, not a single military or intelligence move of theirs will go unseen by
America’s electronic spies – and that goes for terrorist activity as well.”

Once again, these documents verify that the invasion and occupation of Iraq was
a well planned capital project primarily benefiting America and her networks
while simultaneously promoting the New World Order agenda. They clearly
indicate that U.S. plans are to reconstruct and restructure Iraq in the image of
the U.S.; to serve the needs of the U.S. business and agricultural communities
and the Iraqi people.
Led by the United States and it’s shadow government, the two women of
Zechariah 5:9, the presence and powers of percept ion of global capitalism
have moved into Iraq. It’s in Iraq that globalized capitalism will be
prosperously established in it’s final form: the mark system of Revelation

13:16 under the dictatorship of Antichrist the Beast 666.
The chapter to follow will tie together the prophecies of the flying scroll and the
ephah found in Zechariah 5. It will conside r the implications of these visions on
the future of the United States of America in light of the biblical prophecies
concerning Babylon found in Jeremiah Chapters 50 and 51 and Revelation
Chapters 13, 17, and 18.

Chapter 5
The Flying Scroll & The Ephah: The Universal Law of Antichrist
the Beast 666
The 5th chapter of Zechariah includes the 6th and 7th visions received and
recorded by Zechariah. The sequential visions appear to be received at the
same time because the scriptures fail to indicate any gap in time between their
receipt.
Zechariah 5:3-6 indicates that the two visions may be intertwined. Zechariah 5:56 explain that it’s an ephah that goeth forth through all the earth. Zechariah 5:3
had previously stated that the curse goeth forth over the face of the whole earth.
Both the ephah and the curse have a global impact. This fact su pports the belief
that the two visions are linked.
The time of the fulfillment of these visions is unspecified. Since the fulf illment of
the prophecy includes global destruction, and many of Zechariah’s prophecies
were apocalyptic, there’s no reason to b elieve that these two visions can’t be
related to that day when the Lord returns.
This chapter examines the relationship betwee n the ephah; the unjust economic
system of globalized capitalism, and the flying scroll; the globalized curse that
comes upon all that embrace the counterfeit Universal Law promoted by the
False Prophet on behalf of Antichrist the beast 666.
The chapter introduces a biblical based theory related to the fulfillment of biblical
prophecy based upon a synthesis of Zechariah chapter 5 ; the prophecies related
to the destruction of Babylon the Great, and the rise of Antichrist to global
dictatorship. I’m calling this a biblical based theory because I’m speaking in my
opinion as Paul did, for example, when he wrote 1 Corinthians 6:12 conc erning a
marital issue. I’m not asserting this biblical interpretation as dogmatic truth. I am,
however, presenting it as a strong possibility based upon prayerful study of the
scriptures and their relationship to America’s activities leading the world tow ard
the economic integration that will be required for Antichrist’s New World Order.
Driven by President Bush’s immoral neo-conservative preemptive strike doctrine;
U.S. military forces are demonstrating U.S. imperialistic global dominion by
occupying the historically coveted Tigris-Euphrates river basin. From this
strategic position, America’s System Administrative police forces a re positioned
for full spectrum dominance purpose driven to force all national economies to
integrate into a single, capitalisti c, global economic system.
This theory reconciles existing division between prophecy students believing
that literal Babylon in Iraq will be rebuilt as the capital of Antichrist’s kingdom,

and students believing that the United States is “Babylon the Great” which is
suddenly destroyed in fulfillment of Revelation 17 -18. It shows that both
interpretations are correct. It teaches that Antichrist rises to global dictatorship
as the 8th king in a reconstructed Iraq immediately following his deadly wound as
the 7th king. His deadly wound is America the Babylon’s sudden de struction in
fulfillment of Revelation 13:3 and 17-18.
Is this theory far fetched?
Consider that Jim Garrison, founder and P resident of an offshoot of the
Gorbachev Foundation/USA called The State of The World Forum, has written in
America as Empire that the U.S. is a transitional empire that will become the
final empire! (Garrison, Jim; America As Empire; Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc.; San
Francisco, California; 2004; pg. 21)

This statement comes from a leader networked with insiders such as Mikha il
Gorbachev, George Shultz, Maurice Strong, James Baker, Alan Cranston and a
host of other co-chairs which connect with global leaders and thinkers through
the World Forum to promote sustainable global civilization.
Final Global Economic System
What do the scriptures teach concerning the rise of a final global empire?
Revelation 17:3 and 17:9-13 show that the 7 heads of the beast represent 7
kings and their kingdoms. At the time John wrote this prophecy, the 7 th and 8th
kings were future kings.
The 7th king is described in Revelation 17:10 as “not yet come; and when he
cometh, he must continue (meno-to remain) a short space (oligos-short time)”. In
other words, the 7 th king is a future king and or kingdom that will remain in power
a relatively short time or a little while as oligos is translated in Mark 6:31.
Revelation 17:16-17 teach that at some point in time before Anti christ assumes
the biblical role of leader of the 4 th kingdom of Daniel Chapters 2 and 7 as the 8 th
king; 10 nations destroy Babylon the Great, the world’s reigning superpower at
that time. (Revelation 17:18)
These 10 nations hate and suddenly destroy Ba bylon the Great in one hour, on
one day, on behalf of the Lord. This destruction is a result of God‘s vengeance
upon Babylon the Great for her responsibility in the global execution of true
believers in Jesus Christ according to Revelation 17:6; 18:24 and 19:2.
The little horn
Revelation 17:12, 16-17 and 18:8-10 reveal that the scarlet colored beast

consisting of 10 kings or kingdoms is to be ruled by Antichrist.
Daniel 7:8, 20, and 24 speak of a “little” horn or an 11 th king who rises to power
after the 10 kings and their kingdoms alread y exist. Daniel 7:21-22 helps us
identify this “little horn” as Antichrist. These verses teach that he wars with the
saints until the Lord Jesus Christ returns to establish his kingdom. The
description of the “little horn” warring with the saints in Danie l 7:21-22 parallels
the description of Antichrist found in Revelation 13:4 -7.
The Hebrew word translated little in Daniel 7:8 is Strongs #2192. It means little
or small with regard to time or physical quantity. In relationship to time it would
mean short in duration, younger, or the last. Revelation 17:10 also provides an
indication that the 7 th king will become Antichrist the 8 th king of Revelation 17:11.
This is because Revelation 17:10 describes the 7 th king as one that would
remain in power for a short duration of time as described by the greek word
oligos.
The following correlating scriptures in the Old and New Testament su pport the
belief that the little horn of Daniel is the 7 th and 8th king, and the Antichrist of
Revelation who remains in power a short duration of time; making war with the
church as a global ruler with ten kings in his kingdom.


Daniel 7:8 and Revelation 17:10: remains in power for a short duration of
time



Daniel 7:21-22 and Revelation 13:4-7: makes war with the saints



Daniel 7:19-23 and Revelation 13:7: global rule



Daniel 7:19-24 and Revelation 17:12-13: ten horns or ten kings in his
kingdom

Babylon the Great: The 7 th king
Revelation 17:12 and 17:16-18 reveal that the scarlet colored beast with 7 heads
and 10 horns is a prelude to the 4th and final world kingdom of Daniel Chapters
2 and 7. Before Antichrist the beast 666 assumes power over the 10 ho rns as
the 8th king (Revelation 17:11), the 10 horns of the scarlet beast are led by the
woman, Babylon the Great. (Revelation 17:18)
As previously stated, Revelation 17:9-10 teach that the 7 heads are 7 kings and
their global kingdoms. These verses expl ain that when John received this vision,
5 of these kings and their kingdoms were past history. One, the sixth king named
Domitian, was on the scene at the time of the vision; about 96 A.D. Domitian
was the last of the 12 Caesars who reigned over the Roma n empire from 81-96

A.D. The 7th king and his kingdom were future.
Babylon the Great, that great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth is
the 7th kingdom. (Revelation 17:18)
How do we know that this verse is speaking about a future great city, nation state or 7 th kingdom; rather than Rome; the ruling nation -state at the time the
vision was received?
Revelation 17:18 says:
“And the woman which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth.”

The verb “is” used above in Greek is estin. Estin is a third person, present tense,
active voice, indicative mood parsing of the root verb eimi meaning “to be“. In
other words, the great city is reigning. Revelatio n 17:18 could be accurately
paraphrased as follows:
“And the woman which thou sawest is that great city, which is reigning over the kings of the
earth.”

For the following three reasons we can conclude that the vision is of a future
superpower nation-state; not the 1 st century Roman Empire.


The whole vision is in the context of the future.

The angel is showing John a future vision. Verse 18 is part of that future vision.
You have to violate grammatical rules and remove verse 18 from it’s future
context in order to say that the verse is speaking about 1 st century Rome at the
present time of the vision.


“Is” mean equals in Revelation 17:18.

After all, we can say “6 + 6 equals 12” or “6 + 6 is 12“. The Bauer-ArndtGingrich & Danker Greek Lexicon comments that one of the ways this word “is”
is to be considered is explanatory, a representation or an equivalent of after
verbs of asking, recognizing, knowing and not knowing . The verb sawest in
Revelation 17:18 is a verb of knowing or recognizin g. For this reason it’s proper
to conclude that is (estin) means “equivalent of” or “equals“ in Revelation
17:18.


John’s told in Revelation 17:12-17 that the 10 horns (kings) haven’t yet
received a kingdom.

If the woman was Rome of John’s day, the 10 horns (kings) would have been
described as having already received kingdom authority. Instead they’re

described in as 10 kings which have received no kingdom as yet. The 10 kings
won’t possess authority (exousia-delegated authority to manage domestic affairs over their
jurisdictions) until the woman is destroyed. After that event, the 10 kings receive
delegated ruling authority from the beast. Until that time, the woman reigneth
over them.
How do we know that Babylon The Great, not 1 st century Rome, is this 7 th
kingdom?
If there were 6 kings when John was writing and Babylon the Great reigns
globally like Revelation 17:18 teaches; Babylon the Great logically becomes the
7th kingdom. This also makes Babylon the Great the 11 th king or “little horn” of
Daniel 7:8, 20, and 24. This is because Babylon the Gr eat reigns over the 10
nations of the scarlet-colored beast. (Revelation 17:3,18)
Evidence that 21 st century America is Babylon The Great, the 7 th kingdom
We have already seen an enormous amount of supporting evidence in chapters
2-4 that the U.S. is Babylon the Great.
Revelation 17:18 uses the word reigneth to describe the global leadership of
Babylon the Great. The greek word s εχουσα (echo) and βασιλειαν (basileia) are
translated into the English word reigneth. Echousa, from the root echo, means
“to have or to hold something“. In Revelation 17:18 that something is the word
basileian. Basileian means to rule or have predominanc e over the kings of the
earth.
An examination of the context of Revelation 17:18 reveals that Babylon the
Great doesn’t rule the world sovereignly. She sits upon the scarlet beast with 10
horns. (Revelation 17:3). Like America today, Babylon the Great le ads the world
by providing the military power required to increasingly integrate national
economies and the people, products, go ods, mass media, services and religion
within them into the global economy.
What do the scriptures have to say about using mi litary force in order to prosper
economically?
Revelation 17:2 tells us that the inhabitants of the earth “have been made drun k”
with the wine of Babylon the Great’s fornication.
With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth
have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication.

The words “have been made drunk“ (εμεθυσθησαν3184) literally mean to get drunk.
Revelation 18:3 uses the word wrath (thumos) to describe the wine of the wrath of
her fornication that all nations have drunk.

For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth
have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the
abundance of her delicacies. (Revelation 18:3)

Metaphorically, wrath or thumos speaks of shedding blood or murdering
profusely. Thumos refers to fierceness and indignant anger that boils up and
quickly subsides. In other words, Babylon the Great, like the U.S., is quick to use
fierce military power to accomplish financial goals.
Is this true of the U.S. today? Certainly!…and in spite of the catch all capitalistic
propaganda phrase that typically justifies our gunboat diplomacy: “we’re
defending our freedom and interests abroad“.
Listen to the words of her 43 rd President:
“The concept of “free trade” arose as a moral principle even before it became a pillar of
economics. If you can make something that others value, you should be able to sell it to them. If
others make something that you value, you should be able to buy it. This is real freedom, the
freedom for a person—or a nation—to make a living. To promote free trade, the Unites States
has developed a comprehensive strategy:…”
“The unparalleled strength of the United States armed forces, and their forward presence, have
maintained the peace in some of the world’s most strategically vital regions. Through our
willingness to use force in our own defense and in defense of others, the United States
demonstrates its resolve to maintain a balance of power that favors freedom.
Trade and investment are the real engines of economic growth. Even if government aid
increases, most money for development must come from trade, domestic capital, and foreign
investment. An effective strategy must try to expand these flows as well. Free markets and free
trade are key priorities of our national security strategy.”
(U.S. President G.W. Bush 9/17/2004 published excerpts from “The National Security Strategy of
the United States of America September 2002”)

Fornication literally means to prostitute one’s body to the lust of another or to
give one’s self to unlawful sexual intercourse. The type of language us ed in this
context, however, isn’t literal. The language being used here is metaphor or
implied comparison. A metaphor transfers or attaches the similar characteristics
from one thing to another thing. We know that Babylon the Great isn’t literally a
whore because Revelation 17:18 tells us she is a “great city“ or superpower
nation-state. Because metaphor is being used here, we kno w that the fornication
being spoken of here isn’t literal sexual sin. In it’s historical context, Revelation
17:2 is metaphorically communicating that the woman or superpower has
qualities similar to a female sexual prostitute or whore like the Mother of H arlots,
the Babylonian goddess Ishtar. The superpower, along with the other nations of
the world that do business with her for t he purpose of getting rich, have
prostituted themselves to the idol of mammon or wealth.

The metaphorical definition of fornication (porneuo) is to be given to worship idols
or to permit one’s self to be drawn away by another into idolatry. Idolatry
(eidololarreia) is the worship of the image of false gods or the worship of mammon
or wealth. Colossians 3:5 tells us that covetousness is idolatry.
Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth; fornication, uncleanness, inordinate
affection, evil concupiscence, and covetousness, which is idolatry:

Covetousness (pleonexia) is the greedy desire to have more or to accumulate
financial wealth. Jesus teaches to lay up tr easure in heaven through giving
rather than to accumulate wealth on earth.
Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where
thieves break through and steal: But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither
moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor steal: For where your
treasure is, there will your heart be also. The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be
single, thy whole body shall be full of light. But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of
darkness. If therefore the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness! No man
can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or else he will hold to
the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon. But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you. Take
therefore no thought for the morrow: for the morrow shall take thought for the things of itself.
Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof. (Matthew 6:19-24, 33-34)

Paul taught the same thing in 1 Timothy 6:17 -19.
Charge them that are rich in this world, that they be not highminded, nor trust in uncertain riches,
but in the living God, who giveth us richly all things to enjoy; That they do good, that they be rich
in good works, ready to distribute, willing to communicate; Laying up in store for themselves a
good foundation against the time to come, that they may lay hold on eternal life.

Mother of Harlots
As Thomas P.M. Barnett, a Harvard Ph.D. in political science who has served as
professor at the U.S. Naval War College and within the Office if the Secretary of
Defense from 2001-2003 writes concerning the U.S. and her global role as the
biblically prophetic “mother of harlots“ of Revelation 17:5. The Mother of Harlots
of Revelation 17;5, like the United States today, is the preeminent nation-state
consisting of a population of mixed immigrants united in their nation’s overriding
purpose of using fierce military force in order to birth nations in it‘s image which
are also connected to the global economy:
“the UN does not wage war but only keeps the peace, it too defers to the Leviathan America as
initial rule-set enforcer for the entire planet as a whole.” 1
“First and foremost, a country or region is functioning within globalization if it accepts the
connectivity and can handle the content flows associated with integrating one’s national economy
to the global economy. Most society’s welcome globalization’s connectivity, when they are able
to attract it. But not every society can handle the content flows that come with all that
connectivity, meaning all the ideas, products, services, mass media, and so forth that flow into a

country as a result.” 12
“we are globalization’s godfather, it’s source code, it’s original model.” 2
“As the world’s first multinational union, we are globalization’s wellspring, it’s inspiration.” 3
“Americans often seem flabbergasted when those who oppose globalization around the world
protest that it is “forced Americanization“. We shouldn’t be. Because we are furthest Along in
this grand experiment we call the United States, ad because that model of mutually assured
dependence characterized by minimal rule sets greatly predates globalization’s advance, we
may well enjoy a lead in this historical process. But with that lead comes responsibility, for either
we use our tremendous power as a nation to make globalization truly global, or we condemn
some portion of humanity to outsider status that will naturally morph-through pain and time-into a
definition of the enemy. And once we have named our enemies, we will invariably wage war,
unleashing the death and destruction that come with it.
Remembering that disconnectedness itself is the ultimate enemy, America can, by extending
globalization in a fair and just manner, not only defeat the threats it faces today but eliminate in
advance entire generations of threat that our children and grandchildren would otherwise face.” 5
“the Pentagon’s essential task is to export security into those national and regional deficit
situations that currently hold up economic integration.” 4
‘Knowing where globalization begins and ends essentially defines the U.S. military’s
expeditionary theater. It tells us where we will go and why.” 13
“Before I draw this map in full, I need to define what I mean by globalization’s spread. To do that,
I must describe what I mean by globalization’s Functioning Core, or those regions that are
progressively integrating their national economies into the world economy. “ 18
“I see the Pentagon today as both Leviathan to this world-historical process (my note:
globalization), and as System Administrator. By Leviathan, I mean America provides the might
that will eventually outlaw all mass violence in the Gap (my note added: nations and or
individuals not yet integrated into the global economy), and by the System Administrator, I mean
America must right every security deficit it seeks to fill throughout the Gap.” 8
“The System Administrator force will be everything the Leviathan force is not. Where the
Leviathan force projects power menacingly, the Sys Admin will export security nonthreateningly.”… “The Leviathan force will destroy rogue regimes wielding immense lethality, but
the Sys Admin will build nations wielding non-lethal technologies appropriate to the policing
systems they will generate as legacies to the succeeding political order.” 9
“If disconnectedness is the real enemy, then the combatants we target in this war are those who
promote it, enforce it, and terrorize those who seek to overcome it by reaching out to the larger
world. Our strategic goals, therefore, are to extend connectivity in every way possible, but only in
a way that promotes justice as much as order.” 11
“But only if Americans remember that while typically this country follows the rules, sometimes
history-1776, 1861,1945,1962, 2001-calls upon this nation to create new rules.
“Whether we realize it or not, we are all-right now-standing at the present at the creation of a new
international security order. You might think that the global war on terror is nothing more than the
twisted creation of a warmongering Bush Administration, but you could be wrong. The global
conflict between the forces of connectedness and disconnectedness (note added: the opposite of
functioning within globalization) is here and not going away anytime soon. Either America steps
up to the challenge of defining this new global security rule set, or we will see those rules

established by people who dream of a very different tomorrow.” 10
“There are no bad people save those who would deny others connectivity, choice, and freedom.”
14

“Theocracies have a dampening effect upon connectivity with the outside world, because -of
course-the whole point of having religious leaders in power is to ensure the purity of faith within
one’s borders. Achieving that typically requires strict control over what content enters the
country, and what kind of linkages exist between the faithful and the unbelievers outside.” 15
“States that tend to view women primarily as birthing machines are invariably more disconnected
than those that let women enter the workplace, in large part because the economy is denied
access to more than half it’s ability for exports of either goods or services. “ 16
“Increasingly, our military interventions will be judged by the connectivity they leave behind, not
the smoking holes.” 17

Like the United States of America, today, Babylon the Great doesn’t have
absolute control over the kings of the earth. Revelation 17:7 teaches that the
scarlet colored beast carrieth the woman. Babylon the Great is carried by the 10
horns or nations of the scarlet colored be ast.
And the angel said unto me, Wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell thee the mystery of the
woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads and ten horns.
(Revelation 17:7)

This word carrieth or βασταζοντος is in the genetive case signifying
possession. It means to support, sustain, carry, uphold or bear what is
burdensome. In other words, the relati onship of the woman, Babylon the Great,
to the scarlet colored beast is one of bittersweet bondage. The woman is in
some form of bondage to the beast in spite of the fact that she is the world’s
preeminent superpower nation-state.
Spiritual bondage
First, the woman in spiritual bondage to demonic forces. Revelation 18:2
teaches that the superpower lives under the attack of evil, demonic spiritual
powers of wickedness. Her golden cup once filled with God’s blessings and
opportunities is now overflowing with his curses and the evil fruit resulting from
her covetousness and idolatry.
And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is
become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean
and hateful bird. (Revelation 18:2)

Only a naïve, materialistic fool would debate the power of the American
Woman’s colored lights to hypnotize and sparkle the eyes of the nations as she
entrances them in her bewitching consumer cultur e’s tangled web of immoral,
antichristian movies, TV shows, music, fashion, entertainment idols,
philosophies and religions. American led globalization uses demonically

empowered music and television to transform the values and behavior of the
globalized community.
Financial bondage
Secondly, Babylon the Great is in financial bondage to the beast.
Proverbs 22:7 states an important principle concerning freedom from financial
bondage:
“The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower is servant to the lender.“

In other words, when a person or nation is in debt to others, they’re in bondage
or under the possession, obligation and tie of duty to their lender until the debt is
paid.
Is the U.S. in this position financially? Absolutely!
As a result of European banks gaining control of the finances of the U.S., the
U.S. is indebted to foreign nations even though s he has the world‘s largest
economy.
Thomas P.M. Barnett writes that we are able to live beyond our means and live
large because “selling our debt-both public and private-around the world has
been easy.“ 6
Barnett also states that “America’s essential transaction with the outside world is
one of our exporting security in return for the world financing a lifestyle we could
far more readily afford without all the defense spending.” 7
So, we see that in one sense this bondage refers to the financial debt ow ed by
the superpower to the scarlet colored beast. In another broader sense, carrieth
indicates the spiritual bondage of the sup erpower to evil demonic powers.
Like the short reign of the 7 th king, the reign of Babylon the Great is cut short
when she is suddenly destroyed by the 10 nations of the scarlet beast.
(Revelation 17:16) This occurs before the 8 th king, the little horn Antichrist, is
given authority over the 10 horns or nations which made up the 7 th kingdom of
Babylon the Great. (Revelation 17:17-18)
The 10 kings of the kingdom of the scarlet colored beast are assimilated into the
kingdom of the 8 th king, Antichrist, after they destroy Babylon the Great. After
suddenly destroying Babylon the Great, these 10 nations, united in the purpose
of serving under the governing authority of Antichrist the 8 th king, offer
themselves to be led by Antichrist in his 42 month reign of terror. (Revelation
17:16-17)

7th king becomes 8 th king: little horn; Antichrist; Beast 666; King of Babylon
The scriptures don’t exclude the possibility tha t the 8th king, Antichrist the beast
666, was once the 7 th king; former king of Babylon the Great, the 7 th kingdom.
The sudden destruction of Babylon the Great for it’s role in executing true
believer’s supports the belief that the 8 th king, Antichrist the beast 666, was once
the 7th king. This is because Antichrist makes war with the saints according to
Daniel 7:21-22 and Revelation 13:4-7.
Remember, Revelation 17:11 tells us that the 8 th king “is of the seven, and goeth
into perdition.” This would also explain why the scriptures represent Antichrist as
the King of Babylon and the Assyrian. (Isaiah 10:5 -19, 14:1-27, 31:1-9, Micah 5)
Isaiah 14:19-20 teaches that the king of Babylon escapes the destruction of his
own homeland and it’s people. These verse s are in the context of the that day
when the house of Israel returns to their land and the Lord gives them rest from
the oppression heaped upon them by Antichrist. (Isaiah 14:1 -4)
Isaiah 14:20 explains that this king destroyed his own people and their
homeland himself. In other words, the destruction of Babylon was an inside job
which the king of Babylon survives. Revelation 13:3 tells us that one of the 7
kingdoms led by one of the seven heads (kings) of the beast is apparently
destroyed by violence. This king, however, quickly reassumes power as this
deadly wound is healed.
Isaiah 14:19 explains that unlike other kings who a re honorably buried within
their own nation, the dishonorable king of Babylon is unable to be buried in his
homeland and was expelled from his grave like Antichrist the beast 666 of
Revelation 17:8 who ascends out of the bottomless pit.
Could it be that the 10 kings of the scarlet beast conspire with the King of
Babylon the Great to destroy his homeland in order that the King of Babylon
might become the sovereign ruler of their kingdom as Revelation 17:12,13,16 -17
teaches they will do?
In other words, will a group of 10 kings and the President of the United States
plan the destruction of the United States in order that the Presi dent of the United
States might become the sovereign, totalitarian head of the New World Order of
Antichrist ruling from a new location?
Could that new location be in Iraq?
We have already seen in Chapter 4 evidence of the fulfillment of the biblical

prophecies of Zechariah 5 which reveal that the U.S. is reconstructing Iraq in it’s
image in order to establish it as the base for the final form of globalized
capitalism: the 666 mark system prophesied in the 1 st century divine prophetic
writings recorded in Revelation 13:16 -18. Thomas Barnett writes in The
Pentagon’s New Map, pg. 43, that we need a “Kissinger” of the early 1970’s that
we sent to Moscow and Beijing for the Middle East; “a visionary who
understands that we’ve already reached the mountaintop.” Is this a call for the
Beast 666; Antichrist: the future King of Babylon?
Isaiah 14:17 teaches that the military of the King of Babylon is leveling cities
around the global and taking and holding p risoners on a permanent basis;
possibly in the manner of the current neo -conservative, imperialistic reign of
President Bush spreading democracy globally and detaining suspected enemies
of his state without trial in secret prisons against both U.S. Supreme Court and
International Law. (see link: http://www.democracynow.org/article.pl?sid=06/09/07/1350230)
Is this new “conspiracy theory” far fetched?
Consider the growing number of informed, thinking people who believe that the
destruction of the WTC Towers, hijacked by the U.S. government to spawn war
in the Middle East and a global war on terror and the Constitutional Rights of
American citizens, was an inside job; a false flag operation on a smaller scale
intended to integrate disconnected individuals a nd nations into the global
economy. Warnings have been sounded of a future shocking event involving
non-conventional weapons (WMD‘s).
(see links:http://www.scholarsfor911truth.org/ and
http://www.jonesreport.com/articles/070906_false_flag.html; and
http://www.counterthink.org/019444.html and
http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/july2006/100706impeachbush.htm)

501-C3 Pastors
To 501-c3 Pastors with Christian schools trusting political leaders of the
American system enough to pledge allegiance to the m and think I’m terrible for
suggesting such a thing: please be reminded that your beloved American
system is the world we aren‘t to love as followers of Christ. This world
excludes the Bible from the curriculum of it’s schools.
I remind you that professing Christian President George W. Bush declares war
and legislates hundreds of laws through misuse of Unitary Executive power in
signing statements;
(see links:
http://www.boston.com/news/nation/articles/2006/04/30/examples_of_the_presidents_signing_sta
tements/ and http://www.bobbarr.org/default.asp?pt=newsdescr&RI=766)

but fails to outlaw the murder of babies; and expresses hatred and indifference
towards the spiritual needs of Christian young people daily through the failure to
lift the ban on the teaching of biblical trut h in U.S. government schools. (see link:
http://www.chuckbaldwinlive.com/c2006/cbarchive_20060906.html and
http://www.chuckbaldwinlive.com/c2006/cbarchive_20060825.html)

Pastor, doesn’t you’re Christian School exist because of the ung odliness of
American government and your love of teaching young people the truth? Or
does the school exist because adding a scho ol to your church is another way for
you to increase your gross income. Which is it? If it’s because of government
hatred of the truth, why do you hate those that speak the truth in love against the
American system and it’s leaders?
I don’t think you believe that Jesus was being subversive and rebellious and
providing the scribes and Pharisees cause to blaspheme God when he spok e
the truth in love against the authorities of his day, do you?
Didn’t Jesus criticize authorities for their manipulative, dec eitful, prideful displays
of religion for financial gain (Matthew 23:5,14,23 -28); usurping of powerful
positions of authoritative control over others (Matthew 23:6 -11); merciless use of
the law to enslave others to their religious system (Matthew 23:4 -12); neglect of
merciful, socio-economic justice because of their selfish focus on the strict
maintenance and growth of their religi ous system benefiting their egos; careers,
and finances (Matthew 23:23-30); value of outward appearance over inward
righteousness for the purpose of financial gain (Matthew 23:25 -28); deceitful
manipulation of minds to justify mistreating God’s people (Mat thew 23:29-36);
counter-productive evangelism in spreading anti -christian values (Matthew
23:13-22); and hypocrisy in acting in roles designed for God alone (Matthew
23:8-12)?
If Jesus is our example; if the Old Testament prophets all spoke truth in love
against ungodly government and religious policy and practice; if John the Baptist
was killed for political criticism in confronting Herod Antipas the Great’s immoral
affair with his sister in-law Herodias (Matthew 14:1-12); if the martyrs of the early
church were killed for their faithfulness to the authoritative truth of God’s Word
over and above the cultural authority of Rome; i f the church in Thyatira was
criticized by Jesus for tolerating the false prophetess Jezebel (Revelation 2:20);
if those that understand the wickedness of Antichrist’s practices will be affirmed
by their God for their knowledgeble instruction of the uninfo rmed and selfless
moral exploits (Daniel 11:29-25); if Paul encouraged Christians to forsake the
accepted socio-economic public policy and practice of slavery if they could (1
Corinthians 7:20-23); if the future martyrs of the tribulation period will be
executed for their failure to align themselves and integrate into the core of the
global economy; and faithfully witness for Jes us Christ while failing to support
the public policy of those in authority (Revelation 13:16 -18, 20:4; Luke 21:1219); - why do you believe that Christians should never criticize, correct or seek

to improve the moral principles and character of cultural authority today? If it’s
because of your desire for more money, woe unto you for using the truth for
personal gain and hating those that love the truth, hate evil, and want to be a
faithful light amidst cultural darkness. Come out of the great whore before your
judged with the whore! (Revelation 18:4)
“go into perdition”
How does the 7 th king of Revelation 17:10; the king of Babylon the Great,
transition into becoming the 8 th king of Revelation 17:11? Revelation 17:8 says
that the beast, Antichrist, amazes the world when he asc ends out of the
bottomless pit and “goes into perdition“. Revelation 17:11 also describes the 8 th
king as one that “goeth into perdition.“ The meaning of the statement ““go into
perdition” appears to be a clue to the link between the 7 th and 8th kings. What is
meant by the statement, the beast will “go into perdition”?
The word translated go in Revelation 17:8 is the greek infini tive hupago. The
specific word used in Revelation 17:8 is upagein which is a verbal noun or
infinitive. Upagein is a present tense, active voice, infinitive. In infinitives, the
tense indicates the type, not the time of action. The present infinitive means that
the action is ongoing or linear. It may occur in the past, present or future
depending on the context. Here the context is a vision of the future. As a result,
we can say that the vision concerns a change of condition that the beast will be
undergoing. The verse says that the beast shall go into perdition meaning utter
destruction or ruin. Does this utter destruction or ruin imply the final fate of the
beast in the lake of fire? This would be a logical conclusion since Revelation
19:20 and 20:10 teach that this is his destiny.
To accurately answer the question of what does it mean that the beast will “go
into perdition”, we must also consider Revelation 17:11 in which the beast is also
said to “goeth into perdition“.
In Revelation 17:11, goeth is the greek present, active, indicative verb upagei in
the 3rd person singular. The present tense indicates ongoing, repeated actio n on
the part of the subject, the beast. If this verb was referring to the fact that the
beast was destined to be destroyed in the lake of fire in the future, the verb used
here wouldn’t be present tense, but future tense. The indicative mode indicates
that the change of condition that the beast was undergoing is now an actual fact.
It isn’t an unrealized, future condition. Thus, “goeth into perdition” indicates
the transformation of one of the first 7 kings, apparently the 7 th king, into
the destructive 8 th king after his deadly wound described in Revelation
13:3-4 and 13:11-14 is healed.
Recall that Revelation 17:8 states:

The beast that thou sawest was, and is not; and shall ascend out of the bottomless pit, and go
into perdition: and they that dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose names were not written in the
book of life from the foundation of the world, when they behold the beast that was, and is not,
and yet is.

It seems that the transformation which will occ ur in the future 8 th king is likely the
result his coming under the total possession of the evil spirit or demon king
named Apollyon (Greek) or Abaddon (Hebrew) meaning destroyer. Remember
that Revelation 17:8 teaches that “the beast that thou sawest was, and is not;
and shall ascend out of the bottomless pit, and go into perdition” or utter
destruction.
This spirit king is named in Revelation 9:11 where it teaches that this king
ascends; he rises or is born up out of the bottomless pit or abyss to posses s this
king.
This interpretation is consistent with an analysis of the revealing of antichrist
described in 2 Thessalonians 2:3-8. A study of the birth and revealing of
antichrist can be found at the link entitled, Antichrist the Beast 666 (Chp. 4: The
Restrainer and Antichrist's Revealing).
There is a point in the antichrist’s political career when his true political goals
are revealed. Rising to power as a slippery, smooth political magician with the
support of just a few allies, the future antichrist wages war he justifies in the
name of peace through making flattering, deceitful promises of increased global
security and economic growth to his believers. (Daniel 8:24-25, 11:21-24)
Daniel 7:20-24 teaches that early on, this great visionary leader humbl es 3 of
the 10 nations which eventually make up his 10 nation global empire; possibly in
the manner in which President Bush is in the current process of bringing down
Middle Eastern nations and integrating them under the umbrella of the United
States. (see link:
http://time.blogs.com/allen_report/2006/07/how_bush_plans_.html )
At approximately the midpoint of his career, however, the future Antichrist breaks
the peace covenant he originally confirmed between Israel and the nations and
goes into “perdition” or a destructive military campaign. (Daniel 9:26 -27)
Having turned against God and his people, “he shall even return, and have
intelligence with them that forsake the holy covenant”. This means that he
distinguishes and marks or attends to people based u pon their willingness to
apostasize and forsake the holy covenant or the true God to unite with him.
(Daniel 11:30) Antichrist’s attitude will be an arrogant, “you are either with us or
against us” like that of the terrifying President Bush in his “war on terror” and his
intolerance towards any who voice disapproval of his arrogant disregard for the
authority of the Constitution of the United States of America over his presidency.

(link:

)

Using fear tactics to change laws according to his will, President Bush has
broken his oath of office to serve the people under our governing authority, the
Constitution of the United States. As Antichrist will have no regard for the God
or ruling authority of his fathers; President Bush has not regarded the
Constitutional form of government which the forefathers of our land esta blished
to protect us from the tyranny of government. (Daniel 7:25;11:37)
Wake up ye blind shepherds and cowardly Christians. Speak up for
righteousness sake Christians! President Bush isn’t our governing authority, the
Constitution under which he is to serve is! He has proven himself to be a
deceitful traitor; a lying, covetous idolator; an antichrist who should be
impeached. If he follows the Bible, it seems it’s only to use it as a playbook in
order to fulfill prophecy, counterfeit Christ and deceive the church. Yes, we obey
the laws of the land unless they contradict biblical commands and principles;
however, we can’t follow the calling of George W. Bush and pledge allegiance to
his immoral and unconstitutional war on terror and follow Jesus Christ! W e can’t
obey Romans 13:1 by obeying President Bush when he folds up the umbrella of
the Constitution and discards it even though he took office under oath to uphold
it. His office is under the authority of the Constitution in this government that is
supposed to be of the people, by the people, and for the people…not for
President Bush and the neo-conservative, imperial ambitions.
This separation of those who will stand with Antichrist in apostasy or forsaking
the holy covenant of the true God from those who refuse apostasy parallels the
prophecy of Revelation 13:16-18 which states:
And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their
right hand, or in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark,
or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath
understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is
Six hundred threescore and six.

This beast leader begins his victorious war against the saints before coming to
power as the 8 th king, the ruler of the 4 th kingdom of Daniel 2 and 7. The saints
are the true believers making up the body or church of the Lord Jesus Christ.
(For a detailed study of this and it ’s relation to the Tribulation Period, please see
the link: )The beast antichrist 666 rules as global dictator over 10 nations f or 42
months or 3 ½ years. (Daniel 7:19-27; Revelation 11:2, 13:4-10)
Revelation 13:16-18 teaches that those refusing to worshi p the beast or his
image, or receive his mark upon their forehead or in their right hand, are killed.
Revelation 20:4 indicates that they’re beheaded for their faithfulness to Jesus
Christ. Only those that will receive the beast 666’s mark as a stamp of se rvitude
upon their right hand or in their forehead; or those that choose to use the name

of the beast or his number 666, will be entitled to receive the economic benefits
of participation in the global economy.
Thomas P.M. Barnett states on page 50 of The Pentagon’s New Map, that “there
are essentially two big questions for the future of globalization. The first question
is, “What will constitute the great dividing line b etween who’s in and out of
globalization’s Functioning Core?” The scriptures teach us that the great dividing
line will be whether or not a nation or individual is willing to worship the beast
666, his image, and receive his mark in their right hand or for ehead in order to
be able to connect with the global economy and buy and sell. (Revelation 13:16 18, 20:4)
Having executed defiant Christians and destroying enemy nations through
deceitful promises of peace and security, he unites his apostate military against
Israel and surrounds Jerusalem with his forces as prophesied in Daniel 11:31.
He profanes the temple of God by stopping the daily sacrifice for sin. He then
proceeds in accordance with 2 Thessalonians 2:3 -4 to sit down in the temple in
Jerusalem and proclaim to the world that he is God.
Antichrist’s Gentile armed forces bring wrath upon apostate Israel for 42 months
according to Revelation 11:2.
Many will be killed and survivors will be taken away as hostages as Jerusalem is
devastated by antichrist’s forces until the Lord Jesus Christ returns in glory to
destroy antichrist and his allied forces. (Luke 21:21 -24) It isn’t until that day
when the Lord Jesus Christ returns that the “times of the Gentiles will be fulfilled”
and both families making up the Israel of God; the commonwealth of Israel; all
Israel, shall be saved. (Luke 21:24; Romans 11:25 -27; Galatians 6:14-16;
Ephesians 2:12)
The chapter to follow will examine the leadership role of the U.S. in developing
an interoperable global system of identification that could be used as a means of
enforcing the Universal Law of Antichrist the beast 666.
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Chapter 6
U.S. Leadership Role In Developing the Interoperable Global
System To Enforce the Universal Law of Antichrist
The Vision of the Little Horn
The scripture prophecies that the final form of government will have the following
characteristics:





Global
Dictatorial
Bureaucratic
Militaristic

For a detailed analysis of Antichrist’s government please see the article at the
link:
Antichrist the Beast 666 (Chp. 2: General Identity and Mark of the Beast 666)
Daniel 7:8 tells us that the little horn, Antichrist and has kingdom, will have eyes
like the eyes of a man. Zechariah 5:6 teaches that the ephah, the unjust
economic system of global financial capitalism, is their resemblance through all
the earth. The word resemblance is translated from Stro ngs #5869
corresponding to the word eyes (Strongs #5870) used in Daniel 7:8. Both these
words, resemblance and eyes, refer figur atively to powers of perception and
presence in the world.
Daniel 7:20 explains that the little horn’s look; his vision or sight is more stout,
or greater than his political associates. If we are as close to the imminent return
of the Lord as the pre-tribulation rapture false prophets have been telling us for
over 100 years, there should be a nation among us today which has great er
sight than it’s political associates, right? The only existing nation that fits her iron
hands of military power in silk gloves of seductive culture to potentially fulfill this
prophetic description of having powers of perception and a presence in the w orld
system that’s greater than it’s associates is the United States of America.
Fraudulent ephah extends U.S. vision facilita ting capitalism’s globalization
Article 1, Section 10 of the Constitution of the United States of America states
that “No state …shall make any Thing but gold and silver coin a Tender in
payment of debts.“ The Federal Reserve Act, however, became law in 1 913. It
placed the Constitutional Power of Congress to regulate the U.S. economy into
the hands of private banks. A dollar was n o longer a unit of measurement.
Instead, it became the thing it was supposed to measure. With the end of silver

coinage in the 1960’s and dollar convertibility into gold in 1971; the paper dollar
had become intrinsically worthless and uncon stitutional. In prophetic biblical
terms of Zechariah 5:8, the dollar as a global medium of exchange had become
a fraudulent ephah. It was now worth only what computerized financial markets
decided.
Congressman Charles Lindbergh stated shortly after the "Federal" Reserve Act
was passed by a depleted Congress on December 23, 1913:
"The Act establishes the most gigantic trust on earth. When the President [Wilson] signs this
Bill, the invisible government of the monetary power will be legalized....The greatest crime of
the ages is perpetrated by this banking and currency bill." (source: Wisdom and Freedom
produced by WORLD NEWSTAND Copyright 1999.)

President Wilson signed the Federal Reserve Act. A few years later he wrote:
“…I have unwittingly ruined my country. A great industrial nation is controlled by its system of
credit. Our system of credit is concentrated. The growth of the nation, therefore, and all our
activities are in the hands of a few men.”

In combination with the fraudulent dollar, financial firms could now deploy
computer techniques extending their vision globally providing electronic search and-deploy capability to maximize profits.
Not only has the fraudulent ephah helped extend the vision of America. Consider
these thoughts from the pen of Zbigniew Brzezinski, currently a Counselor for
Strategic and International Studies and professor of foreign policy at The John
Hopkins University. Brzeninski was the National Security Advisor under
President Carter and is considered to be one of the world’s most penetrating
analysts of international politics. Global leaders from Javier Solana to Kofi
Annan acknowledge that Brzezinski’s 2004 book, The Choice, makes a
compelling case for U.S. leadership amongst a cooperative, global partn ership
of nations. Brzezinski reminds us that the “soft power” of the U.S. to entice and
attract lovers of the global world system her hegemony promotes include US
domination of American films, television, music, web sites, brand names, eating
habits, language and education of global leaders in all walks of life. 6 It’s been
estimated that over 80% of the global transmission and da ta processing begins
in America. (Zbigniew Brzezinski, Out of Control, MacMillan Publishing
Company, New York, 1993) Over 1900 years ago the prophet John expressed
the allurement of America as a fallen, demonically possessed global whore the
Lord Jesus Christ identifies as Babylon the Great in Revelation 17 -18. In this
vision, the fall of the U.S. is described as being a by -product of the demonic
deception and seduction of the idolatry resulting from her sumptuous wealth and
global prominence in trade, manufacturing and entertainment.
Washington D.C.: Global Capital

Brzezinski also reminds us that American hegemony; it’s position of global
leadership in trade and finance despite it’s lack of sovereign rule over others, is
visibly expressed in the form of the first g lobal political capital in the history of
the world located in Washington, D.C.
He writes:
“Decisions made within two overlapping but relatively tight triangles project U.S. power
worldwide and heavily influence the way globalization (my note added: globalization is the
interaction of information technology and the global economy) evolves. A line drawn from the
White House to the monumental Capital building, to the fort-like Pentagon, and then back to the
White House encapsulates that triangle of power. Another line from the White House to the
World Bank just a few blocks away, to the State Department, and back to the White House (thus
also encompassing the International Monetary Fund and the Organization of American States)
demarcates the triangle of Influence. The two triangles together signal the degree to which
traditional “foreign affairs” have become inside the beltway affairs.” 7

Brzezinski points out that the U.S. has the world’s loudest voice in the World
Trade Organization (WTO), the Internation al Bank For Reconstruction and
Development (The World Bank), and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). He
believes that this provides the U.S. with the perfect fit between global hegemony
and economic globalization; allowing the U.S. to promote an open gl obal system,
define most of it’s rules, and choose it’s own level of dependence upon the
system. 8
UN: property of the US
Even the United Nations isn’t a hedge against U.S. hegemony as Niall Ferguson
points out. Ferguson, a Senior Fellow of the Hoover I nstitution, Stanford
University, a Senior Research Fellow of Jesus College, Oxford and Herzog
Professor of Financial History at the Stern School of Business, New York
University reminds us that the U.N. was largely a U.S. creation. The 50 states of
the U.S. adopted the original UN Charter in San Francisco, California in 1945. 10
Ferguson tells us that as a creature of the U.S., th e UN is located on a site
donated it by the Rockefeller family.
Harry S. Truman has said:
“The United Nations was largely established through the initiative and support of the United
States and has it’s home here.“ (Harry S. Truman, Mr. Citizen, Popular Library, New York, 1960,
pg. 209)

Though a generation separated, Ferguson and Truman both realize that the UN
isn’t an alternative to the U.S. As in Truman’s day, today the U.N. can’t run
counter to the U.S. because it still needs the U.S. more than t he U.S. needs it.
The annual U.N. budget is less than .1% of the annual U.S. budget. The U.S.

remains the UN’s largest contributor paying over 20% of it’s 2 year budget. So
called UN power lies in the permanent UN Security Council of the U.S., Britain,
Russia, France and China. UNSC resolutions can d eny US foreign policy on
paper, but in reality such denials mean basically nothing in reality to an
economic power like the U.S. with a Gross Domestic Product almost 2 times the
size of this group combined. 11
Former UN Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali writes in Unvanquished: a US-UN
Saga, that the UN is now the sole property of a single power - the US - which,
through intimidation, threats and the use of it’s veto, manipulates the world body
for the benefit of it’s own interest. (Boutros Boutros-Ghali, Unvanquished: a US-UN Saga
(New York: Random House, 1999 as quoted in Ziauddin Sardar, Merryl Wynn Davies, Why Do
People Hate America, UK, Icon Books Ltd, 2002, pg. 63)

Dore Gold served as Israel’s ambassador to the UN from 1997 -1999. In his
book, Tower of Babble, Gold reminds us that the UN Charter is not supposed to
supercede the U.S. Constitution for Americans. UN General Assembl y
resolutions don’t create international law. He points out that former President
Kennedy supported the UN as a reflection of U. S. aims and ideals inscribed in
our Constitution and it’s purpose was to “convert the high goals of our own
foreign policy into living reality.” (Dore Gold, Tower of Babble, Crown Forum, New York,
2004, pg’s 15, 35, 40)

Although we know that the UN will be someday revamped or replaced to become
the 10 nation body presided over by the little horn Antichrist the Beast 666, the
King Of Babylon; today’s UN isn’t organized for that role. Because it lacks firm
standards of behavior for member states, it lacks t he moral clarity to lead the
world. As a result, the U.S. and her allies have chosen to lead the world to it’s
prophesied false state of “peace and safety”. “Peace and safety” means
prosperity and security. The scriptures tell us that the world be talking of security
and prosperity just prior to the day of the Lord, the unleashing of God’s just
wrath upon the ungodly nations of Antichrist‘s World Order. (1 Thessalonians
5:1-3; Jeremiah 23)
How Stout is America’s Vision
In trumpeting the benefits of SPP, The Security and Prosperity Partnership (SPP)
between the U.S., Mexico and Canada, the U.S. is clearly speaking Antichrist like in crying “peace and safety” to the nations. (1 Thessalonians 5:1 -3)
Just how loud has the voice of the U.S. become in the wor ld? How stout is her
vision in this New American Century?
President Theodore Roosevelt’s 1904 Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine declared
the need in some cases for the U.S. to exercise “international police power.” 12

Former U.S. President Harry Truman once argued that the only way to “save the
world from totalitarianism” was for “the whole world [to] adopt the American
system, “ for “the American system” could survive o nly by becoming a “world
system.“ 17
Again I must pause to ask Pastors and church leaders:
Doesn’t 1 John 2:15 command us not to love the world? Isn’t the world referred
to here the kosmos; the Satanically engineered antichristian world system? Why
then are you married to that system and incorporated under it’s authority as a
501-c3 American Church? If you don’t understand this issue, please check out
the following links so that you can understand you’re responsibilities as a
follower of the Lord Jesus Christ and a shepherd to his sheep. Please see pages
3-8 and page 23 at the link http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p1828.pdf for
supporting documentation from the IRS explaining that a church can‘t legally
benefit from 501-c3 status and hold beliefs that violate or are contrary to
fundamental, clearly defined public policy.
Church members:
Have you spoken to your pastor about th e 501-c3 issue so that he can come out
of this system and freely speak in official capacity concerning issues of public
policy that affect American lives without committing fraud by receiving tax
benefits illegally. As pastor of a 501-c3 church, your pastor can’t support beliefs
that are contrary to clearly defined public policy. Please see pages 3 -8 and page
23 at the link http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p1828.pdf for supporting
documentation from the IRS.
To biblically answer the question concerning jus t how stout America’s vision has
become; consider that Jesus Christ once told those who doubted the extent of
his power over all forces of evil that “he that is not with me is against me…”
(Luke 11:23)
United States President George W. Bush has stolen th ese words of Jesus Christ
and blasphemously placed the United States in Christ’s rightful position of
sovereign authority within Christ’s words. He has misused these words to
establish a global line in the sand that other individuals and nations dare not
cross or else they will incur America’s wrath. President Bush’s line in the sand
tells the world that “who is not with us is against us”. In other words, those that
refuse to follow the leadership of the U.S. in the global war on terrorism are now
considered to be enemies of the state.
Doctrinally, President Bush has coupled this blasphemous global line in the
sand with the iron fist of American military power and Dictatorial Acts. The 2002
Bush Administration’s National Security Policy states America’s right to “act

preemptively…to forestall or prevent…hostile acts by our adversaries…even if
uncertainty remains as to the time and place of our enemies attack.” 16
The 2006 Military Commissions Act (H.R. 6166) endows ei ther the POTUS or
the U.S. Secretary of Defense with dictatorial authority to establish trial by
military commissions under chapter 47A of title 10, U.S. code for such unlawful
or lawful enemy combatants which are identified by review tribunals.
In addition to these totalitarian moves, the U.S. government is actively
developing, testing and promoting biometric technology as a mean s to enhance
global security and streamline legitimate global trade and travel. The U.S. is
working with the rest of the world through harmonizing standards, technology
and business processes in order to achieve these goals. Coupled with her
supreme military power, biometric technology provides the U.S. with real -time
vision more powerful than any of her political associates, This empowers the
U.S. to fulfill Babylon's The Great's prophetic role as the 'hammer of the whole
earth" (Jeremiah 51:23) and "Mothe r of Harlots" (Revelation 17:1-2, 18:3). The
U.S.'s wrath or fierce power is used to force renegade, non -integrating nationstates to integrate into the system of globalized trade she's mothering or
spreading like a whore in the globalization of capitalism , the unjust ephah. For a
detailed study of this scripture please see the link : ( Mystery, Babylon The Great
(Chp. 8: Superpower's Force Drives Idolatrous Free Global Trade)
The government of Antichrist; the final form of globalized financial capitalism, will
include a mandatory mark which will give the citizens under his totalitarian new
world order permission to participate in t he world economy. (Revelation 13:16-18)
This mark will be the ultimate form of global identification. It’s only logical to
foresee that this technology will be sold to the globally, capitalistic world as a
component of an efficient, interoperable glob al biometric system. This mark
would provide an efficient means to accomplishing the current goals of the
NSTC listed below:








Identify criminals and “terrorists” (lawful & unlawful enemy combatants)
Background checks
Border security
Facilitating travel and trade
Promoting officer and school safety
Protecting government assets
Identity management

The U.S. is working with the rest of the world through harmonizing standards,
technology and business processes in order to achieve the goals of increasing
global security and streamlining the trade process. As mentioned earlier in this
e-book, Fallujah, Iraq is currently being used as a te sting ground for a

predecessor of the final form of System Administration technology to be
employed as a means of security in the future global empire of Antichrist the
Beast 666, the future King of Babylon.
In my well researched opinion and biblical foresight, the war on terror begun by
President Bush is being used as a pretext to push the wo rld into a permanent
state of war justifying a means of marking or identifying supporters of the war on
terror and those labeled enemies of the state or terrorists for their failure to
support U.S. policy concerning this calling to war.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, H.R. 6166, the Military Commissions Act
signed by President Bush in October 2006, gives President Bush or a successor
to him, the dictatorial authority to determine who the unlawful and lawful enemy
combatants of the U.S. are globally and to detain and torture them. The following
links reveal more details and analysis of this Act and it’s potential application
even to American citizens.
http://www.irishexaminer.com/breaking/story.asp?j=13010364&p=y3xyx4yx&n=1
3010452
http://www.govtrack.us/congress/billtext.xpd?bill=h109-6166
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/15220450/
http://www.jonesreport.com/articles/241006_ac t_qa.html
http://www.cato-at-liberty.org/2006/10/02/does-the-military-commission-actapply-to-us-citizens/
The following quote taken from a publication entitled Science and Technology: A
Foundation For Homeland Security (April 2005) issued by the Executive Office of
the President of the United States of America through the National Science and
Technology Council (NSTC) expresses the reality of identification technology
ready to be implemented in order to separate those that stand in support of
President Bush and the war on terror and those that oppose this war.
“Strategies for finding terrorists can be complicated by their efforts to disguise themselves among
innocent civilians. As a counter to this, the implementation of biometric technologies … shows
great promise in improving the accuracy, consistency, and efficiency of identification devices“

Going a step further in identifying the biometric technology the U.S. government
plans to employ in the global war on terror; NSTC states that as a part of Fis cal
Year 2007, administration research and development priorities are that
“agencies should place increased emphasis on R&D effo rts that
support…enhanced biometric systems…”

In a May 2006 Informational Meeting, NSTC’s Subcommittee on Biometrics
presented a policy titled: Taking Today’s Biometrics to Meet Tomorrow’s Needs .
The NSTC Subcommittee on Biometrics is a part of the NSTC bureaucratic
hierarchy led by the NSTC Director. Reporting to the Director are the following
four Committees: Environment and Natural Resources; Science; Technology;
and Homeland and National Security. The Biometrics group reports to both the
Committee on Technology and the Committee on Homeland and National
Security. Taking Today’s Biometrics to Meet Tomorrow’s Needs reveals that
NSTC’s Subcommittee on Biometrics works cooperatively to advance
interoperable biometric systems capable of positively identifying individuals
located in schools, businesses, government and other facilities and roadways
through the following means:






Fingerprint recognition
Face recognition
Iris recognotion
Next generation biometrics
Multi biometrics

In the area of fingerprint recognition, a joint effort by the Departments of Justice,
Homeland Security, Defense and State have produced a 6” x 6” x 6” size device
called the LScan Guardian manufactured by Cross Match and scheduled to be
available in 2007. Lscan is certified by the FBI and is capable of 10 print Slap
Capture of Fingerprints in less than 15 seconds.
The following report indicates that the U.S. is already employing an advanced
biometric system to identify “insurgents” in it’s testing ground of Fallujah, Iraq.
FALLUJAH, Iraq — When gunmen hid a bomb in front of his house a few days ago, intending to
use it against U.S. or Iraqi troops, Majeed al-Rawi had only one option: Move out.
"If I report it to the Americans, I will be killed by the men who put it there, and if I don't, my family
will be killed either by the explosion or the Americans," the car dealer said. "This is not a way to
live; this is a way to hate life."
Two years after American troops launched a devastating ground assault aimed at purging the
heart of the Iraqi insurgency, Fallujah once again is a violent place.
In recent months, insurgents have filtered back into the city, despite tight controls that
limit access to only six checkpoints. Residents must submit to an extraordinary
identification system that includes fingerprinting, retina scans and bar-coded
identification cards. …(see link: http://www.realcities.com/mld/krwashington/15944717.htm)

Additionally, in 2005, the Bush Administration established the REAL ID Act of
2005 (H.R. 418) to “tighten procedures for non-citizen entry into and presence in
the U.S., facilitates the building of physical barriers where app ropriate to protect
U.S. borders, and facilitates the strengthening by the States of the standards for
the security and integrity of drivers’ licenses.”

The REAL ID Act of 2005 (H.R. 1268) Sec. 202 mandates in 2008 that a Federal
agency may not accept, for any official purpose, a driver’s license or
identification card issued by a State to any person unless the State is meeting
the following minimum Federal requirements for driver’s licenses and
identification cards:




Compatability with a common machine-readable technology, with defined
minimum data elements
Mandatory facial image capture (digital photograph)
Physical security features designed to prevent tampering, counterfeiting or
duplication for fraudulent purposes

Section 302 mandates that in 2005 the Undersecretary of Homeland Security for
Science and Technology develop a pilot program utilizing a variety o f ground
surveillance technologies that must include video cameras, sensors and motion
detectors on the northern and southern bo rders of the U.S.
Do we see the unfolding global reality of an Orwellian 1984 State being created
for us in the name of peace, security and prosperity by the U.S. government? Do
we see the day of the Lord on the horizon with cries of “peace and safety” i n the
news and in public policy-and the other biblical sign signaling the nearness of
that day…hearts scoffing in these last day s that things are no different today
than they’ve ever been?
In a Foreign Press Center Briefing in Washington, DC on 1/10/2006 , Jim
Williams, Director, US-VISIT, Department of Homeland Security expresses the
possibility that the 2008 real ID driver’s lic enses could meet government border
crossing needs. Mr. Williams is quoted in article entitled; Coming to America:
US-VISIT and U.S. Visa Waiver Program Updates which can be referenced at
the following link: http://fpc.state.gov/fpc/58824.htm
In this interview, Mr. Williams reveals that 27 countries are already involved in
the Visa Waiver Program whose travelers are included in the US-VISIT program.
http://www.dhs.gov/xtrvlsec/programs/editorial_0525.shtm

After 10/26/2006, all travelers will be issued elec tronic passports (e-passports)
that will include biometrics imbedded in an integrated chip (IC). Williams also
reveals that the U.S. government has an active pilot program using Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) in the 5 ports of entry of Canada and Me xico. He
emphasizes the U.S. need to make things better by using technology and
business processes that will improve processing times and eliminate bottlenecks
at the busiest locations of Laredo and San Diego.
As posted in Chapter 4 of this e-book within the chapter found at the link,

Zechariah 5:9-11 (2 Woman Bear the Ephah to Shinar: (U.S. & Shadow Gov't
Move Capitalism To Iraq); Mr. Williams is quoted as seeking a global REAL ID.
In another article, Mr. Williams is quoted as seek ing change on a global basis.
The original article can also be read at the link:
http://www.govexec.com/story_page.cfm?articleid=33925&dcn=e_gvet

As a degreed Industrial Engineer, I’ve been trained in operations research in
order to improve safety, productivity and reduce processing times in order to
reduce unit cost and increase corporate profit. Regrettably, I easily understand
how mandatory mark technology; most likely an IC embedded in the human
body; could one day soon be economically justified by co ntrolling financial elite
and sold to the majority capitalist mindset as the ultimate financial and security
solution to bottleneck crises being created at U.S. borders by Bush
administration North American Union trade and open border amnesty
immigration policies. Please see the following links for further information along
these lines.
http://www.house.gov/paul/tst/tst2006/tst103006.htm
http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/july2006/260706rfidcard.htm

After all, as an occult Skull and Bonesman initiate, President Bush has
apparently exchanged his soul to further the development of the antichristian
New World Order driven by the Freemasonic philosophy; "Ordo Ab Chao" (Order
Out Of Chaos). Although the untrained eye might fall prey to the false caricature
painted of President Bush as a naive, Bible believin'/Jesus lovin', good 'ol
southern Texas cowboy; in reality President Bush is an extremely well rounded
person; a masterful politician who has become "all things to all people" in order
to accomplish the agenda established for him by those in ultimate control of U.S.
policy. He's a highly educated, finely polished, very wealthy, bl ue-blooded elite
New England Yale Yankee. He's a driven politician who has apparently offered
himself to be willingly maneuvered by the demonic controlled puppeteers pulling
his strings and making him and other global leaders dance to Satan's conspiracy
engineering the Beast 666's Antichristian New World Order. Please intelligently
pray that President Bush; if he hasn't already bla sphemed the Holy Spirit; would
truly repent of his sins, make Jesus Christ his Lord and Master, and begin
reproving the secret evils of the Antichristian New World Order System he
promotes. (1 Timothy 2:1-5; Ephesians 5:11-12) For further understanding of this
topic, please read the study found at the following link: America: Fallen, Fallen
(Chp. 6: Freemasonry In American Church & State)
The Grand Strategy - Borderless Thinking; Global Homeland
Zbigniew Brzezinski states that America needs forces with d ecisive capability,
improved intelligence and a continuation of its technologically edge in order to
guarantee security in America and around the world. He feels that if the world

understands that the “trajectory of America’s grand strategy is toward a global
community of shared interest” that it will be easier for America to achieve these
needs. 9
What is this grand strategy that Brzezinski is referring to? Is U.S. strategic
military planning content on securing simply the “homeland” of the United States.
No, as Brzezinski stated, our aim is toward a global community of shared
interest.
According to Thomas Barnett, Assistant for Strategic Futures in the Office of
Force Transformation, Office of the Secretary of Defense from 11/2001 to
6/2003; by design the western world watched the shocking real time collapse of
the Twin Towers on 9/11/2001 facilitating President Bush‘s June 2002 u nveiling
of the big new rule, the System Perturbation called the strategy of preemption, or
preemptive strike doctrine. 1
President Bush has also been reported as stating his desire for America to be
thought of more as an idea than a place with borders.
(http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=53023)
Thomas P.M. Barnett dogmatically asserts that a new Pentagon i s needed and
that there will be other “911’s” until the entire U.S. government reorders our
entire national defense establishment around it. 2 Barnett believes we need more
destiny made manifest and less love for the homeland. He states that there are
only two types of people in the world: those who live in states united and
those who someday will.” 3
An illustration of this borderless thinking in American politics is The Security and
Prosperity Partnership (SPP) between the U.S., Mexico and Canada. This
dialogue effectively erases national borders between these three nations;
functionally linking them in a borderless, trilateral union which it’s proponents
claim will leave the unique cultural and legal framework of each of the three
countries intact. See the link below for more information on SPP.
http://www.spp.gov/myths_vs_facts.asp
Resilient National Reconstruction: Healing fatal national wounds
American strategists have developed information technology that enables
institutions and governments to rapidly resurrect themselves following a
catastrophic system event. Such technology could be a means to the fulfillment
of the prophecy recorded in Revelation 13:3,14 which teaches that one of the 7
heads or kings of a 10 horned or nation beast is resurrect ed after being violently
destroyed.

Interestingly, Thomas Barnett, who once taught Marxism at Harvard, spent his
years prior to 9/11 working with the global bond marketing firm Cantor Fitzgerald
drawing new “maps” of power and influence in t he global economy. In this New
Rule Sets Project, Mr. Barnett mapped globalization’s flows with Cantor
Fitzgerald. In this process, Barnett regularly visited the WTC and the Pentagon
helping Wall Street and the Pentagon understand the connection between
national security and globalization. Barnett was working with Cantor on a
computer model or simulation of the migration or flows of people, energy,
investments and U.S. security services required to balance the global system by
keeping labor, energy, money and security freely flowing from regions of plenty
in the globalized Core to regions of scarcity in the disconnected Gap or the New
Core when 911 occurred. 4
Coincidentally?, Cantor’s headquarters were located on the 105 th floor of the
WTC. Yet, the firm had back-up facilities in London and prior plans established
that enabled it to have it’s global electronic bond markets up an d running just 2
days after 9/11. Astonishingly, the firm also was able to turn a profit in 2001’s 4 th
quarter despite losing 685 people and facilities in the WTC explosions. Cantor
did this by electronically cloning a cannabalizing competitor, eSpeed, in 1999.
eSpeed was simply a streamlined version of Cantor which was ready to absorb
Cantor and bring global bond markets back on line 2 days after the attacks. 5
Cantor’s resurrection in London just two days from it’s fatal wound in New York
is astonishing to those familiar with the story. On a much smaller scale, Cantor’s
feat helps us understand how the fulfillment of Revelation 13:3 is technologically
possible and why the global community will follow the beast with admiration after
this nation is astonishingly resurrected following a seemingly fatal military
defeat.
Barnett is currently working as Distinguished Strategist at O ak Ridge Center for
Advanced Studies. (http://orcas.orau.org/about/staff.htm) He is Involved in Enterprise
Resilience Management working with Stephen F. DeAngelis, founder, President
and CEO of Enterra Solutions. DeAngelis is a Visiting Scientist at the Software
Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University. Their work, titled
“Development in a Box (DIB)”, is focused upon es tablishing prior plans to
reconnect governments and institutions to the global network in the event of
system disruptive military conflicts. The following piece written by Mr. DeAngelis
was found at http://www.tcsdaily.com/article.aspx?id=040506D explainin g their
work.
In this new convergence of people, processes and technology, there is the heart of an entirely
new opportunity for post-conflict reconstruction. To realize the potential, it's necessary to create
a flexible framework -- one that brings together private- and public-sector capabilities for the
post-conflict task. Tom Barnett, author of The Pentagon's New Map and I have been at work on
such a framework, which we call "Development in a Box." We see its development in four
stages.

In the first stage, best practitioners -- from both government and the private sector -- set
to work on the challenge of post-conflict reconstruction in a particular country or region.
Best practices, standards and performance metrics are established -- determining, for
example, that "this is the most effective rapid manner in which to set up a central bank."
These best practices are then recorded in a catalogue for core infrastructural platforms.
In the second stage, the best practices catalogue is put into action -- local institutions
are established according to its guidelines. As part of this process, the needed
technology platforms are put in place -- we provide pre-configured information systems
and associated technologies, such as container scanners for port security. In effect, we
jump-start the systems and establish trust within the country, which is a node in a larger
geo-political ecosystem of "trusted nations." These nations, in turn, make it possible to
connect that node safely to the larger networks of transactions that we call the global
economy.
The third stage is truly revolutionary. Here, best practices and information systems
converge. The best practices, standard operating procedures and compliance rules for
each institution are transformed into executable software code that governs the
operation of each institution. Business logic, best practices and governance operate
directly through the information systems. Additional automated rule sets are embedded
that connect the institutions in a secure, compliant and efficient manner to global
partners such as the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organization and the
World Health Organization. The node-state, once verified, joins the larger network under
conditions of real trust and efficiency.
In stage four, the local population takes over. Locals are offered training to operate the
core infrastructural platforms. Training involves the local community in the transfer of
intellectual capital, and aligns the natural ambitions of local leaders with the local
population on the one hand, and the global community on the other. It is in the selfinterest of the local community to master best practices, best technologies, and global
connectivity and integration. All of those, in turn, lead to local self-sufficiency and
stability, shortening our term of providing aid.
The process is neither instant nor generic, and no, it will not magically surmount local resistance
to social and economic connectivity with the world at large. That effort requires expert knowledge
and "boots on the ground," and the modification of templates to account for specific cultural
needs. The task of setting up a banking system will be similar the world over, but will have to be
modified somewhat in Islamic countries to account for beliefs regarding interest charges.
Nevertheless, a significant part of the reconstruction task will be common across boundaries.
The framework harnesses a corporate best practice -- productization -- creating a post-conflict
reconstruction system that can be replicated quickly, effectively and cost-efficiently in country
after country, region after region. By Stephen F. DeAngelis Stephen F. DeAngelis is founder,
President and CEO of Enterra Solutions. He is a Visiting Scientist at the Software Engineering
Institute at Carnegie Mellon University.

Another article found at http://www.enterrasolutions.com/ reveals the
groundbreaking global magnitude and potential power of reconstruction in
Enterra Solutions work.
Supercomputers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory define a worst-case scenario, devise a plan
to avoid it and notify assets to carry it out. Then, the system alerts and allocates resources to
support the decisions that have been made. One such decision may be immediate evacuation,
with the automated rule sets changing traffic patterns and bringing police to speed progress. All
these actions take place in a matter of a few seconds.

With this information compiled in an easily understood Web-based interface, first responders and
other key decision makers can take actions that deflect the impact of otherwise disastrous
events, reducing costs and saving lives.
The complexity of Enterra’s undertaking at Oak Ridge, and the importance of its potential
applications to all aspects of national security and future competitiveness, led Mockenhaupt to
describe it as “another Manhattan Project, a group of disparate players coming together to solve
a special problem.”
The article also summarizes Enterra’s work on the “Development-in-a-Box” (DIB). DIB essentially
brings the automated rule set system driving Enterra’s software programming solutions into the
physical realty of restoring institutions and order to failing or failed states in the 21st century.
In the event of a failing state that threatens to destabilize a region, DIB offers the opportunity to
say “here’s the infrastructure, we’ll put this in place if you subscribe to transparency and the rules
of the game,” says DeAngelis. “Now we’re going to make the rules flexible for your particular
country and your needs, but we’re not going to invest money in something where you’re going to
be building Beta and we know you need VHS.”

Knowing Barnett’s pre-911 involvement with the WTC, Pentagon and Cantor
Fitzgerald and the rapid recovery o f Cantor after 911; is it possible that
"Development in a Box" (DIB) is being used to reconstruct a streamlined U.S.
government infrastructure in Iraq to be up and running in the event of a coming
system perturbation; a terribly destructive attack upon the United States
homeland? Is this what the mysterious 104 acre United States Embassy complex
in Iraq scheduled for completion by 6/2007 is all about? (see the link
Will this new image of the United States in Iraq be ready to be reconnected to
the Global network when Babylon the Great, the 7 th king of Revelation 17:10-18
currently known as the United States of America, is suddenly destroyed?
Will the 10 nations that destroy the U.S. homeland, in wondered astonishment at
the rapid resurrection in Iraq of a globally networked and streamlined U.S.
government, then give this resurrected U.S. government in Iraq the keys to their
10 nation kingdom in order that the POTUS can rule them as the prophesied 8 th
king, Antichrist the Beast 666, in fulfillment of Revela tion 13 and 17:10-18?
Conclusion
Daniel 8:9 tells us that the little horn, the kingdom of Antichrist, becomes
exceedingly powerful expanding in a southeasterly direction toward Israel. Since
Iraq is located east of Israel, this prophecy can’t be fulfill ed if the little horn
originates in Iraq as the King of Babylon. The prophecy could hold true,
however, if the little horn originates in the west and expands toward the south
and east as the United States has done and continues to do.
The United States currently reigns as the 7 th king of Revelation 17:10-18. If the
U.S. in the west is destroyed by a fatal wound (Revelation 13:4 -18), but is
resurrected or healed in Iraq to become the 8 th king (Revelation 17:7-18), the

U.S. is positioned to absorb two biblical titles attributed to Antichrist; the King Of
Babylon and the Assyrian. This chain of events would also fulfill biblical
prophecy that Antichrist will rule from territory whi ch was originally a part of the
eastern leg of the Roman Empire. (Daniel 8)
Is America moving toward the pleasant land, the lan d of Israel, as Daniel 8:9
says that the little horn will?
It’s no secret that the U.S. is determined to transform the Middle E ast. President
Bush’s Roadmap To Peace has been in the forefront of world news for years.
Secretary of State Rice believes we’re now experiencing the birth pangs of a
new Middle East. Brzezinski points out that the Middle East is an area of strong
American interest and that Israeli-Palestinian peace is the key to a peaceful
Middle East.13 Thomas Barnett has stated that the current mess the U.S. military
is in in the Middle East will serve to transform it into what it needs to become to
play Leviathan to the Gap as a whole. He states that “we are never leaving the
Middle East until the Middle East joins the Core“. 14 In other words, Order is
planned out of this Chaos and that order will be established by a fierce display of
American force in Iraq. American victory in Iraq will be a win for globalization. It’s
a major step in getting the Middle East connected to the global economy and o ur
rules for security and prosperity.
The other part of the Middle East transformation is peace between the state of
Israel and the Palestinian Arabs. Thomas Barnett advocates the option of a New
Berlin Wall, a long-term peacekeeping mission spearheaded by the United
States to the wall and the border left by the 1967 War. This show of force would
physically separate the West bank and Gaza from Israel; walling off Israel from
Palestine. 15 Is this a call for a show of American military force a prelude to t he
abomination of desolation being deployed in Israel; the forces of Antichrist
deployed in and around Jerusalem? (Luke 21:20 -24; Matthew 24:15-22; Daniel
9:27; Daniel 12:1)
Watch and pray!
It’s too early to be dogmatic in predicting these events. I pres ent this study as
biblical based theory for purposes of stimulating watchful prayer and further
biblical research and study. It’s not too early to be watching and praying as
Jesus asks us to concerning world affairs which affect human lives both inside
and outside the church. God is sovereign, however, the effectual fervent
prayer of a righteous man availed much. (1Timothy 2:1-4; Luke 21:36;
Revelation 3:3; Colossians 4:2; 1 Corinthians 16:13; 1 Thessalonians 5:6; Acts
20:31)
Ezekiel 22:17-31 are words from the Lord spoken through Ezekiel concerning
the fact that the Lord was looking for someone who would lead the house of

Israel to repent of her secular idolatry, (Ezekiel 22:26), political corruption and
greed (Ezekiel 22:27), greedy false prophecy (Ezekiel 22:25, 28), injustice,
robbery, and mistreatment of aliens and the poor (E zekiel 22:29). Notice that the
Lord was concerned the separation of the house of Israel from him was hurting
people. Every American pastor, politician, government worker, military person,
police officer, lawyer, teacher, business person, banker, entertaine r, mother,
administrator, engineer, programmer, mechanic, secretary, driver, pilot, farmer,
hairdresser, athlete, clerk, … who i s separated from God by a habitual,
unrepentant lifestyle involving atheism, occultism, covetous greed, materialism,
entertainment idolatry, hate, prideful prejudice, false religion, selfish rage, mind
altering drugs and drunkenness, extortion, stealing, l ying, witchcraft, wild
partying, sexual immorality, homosexuality or lesbianism is hurting someone else
no matter how religious, successful, happy or unhappy they are in their sin. This
is why the Lord wants his watchman to call all types of people to repe ntance;
especially our politicians and cultural leaders whose relationship with God have
a tremendous bearing on the Lord’s abil ity to provide us with a quiet, peaceful,
godly and truthful society in response to the prayer commanded of the church in
1 Timothy 2:1-4. He wants our leaders to be saved and he wants them to provide
people with a society which cares about people’s physic al and spiritual needs.
Let’s make 2007 a year of courage and love in Christ’s church. As 1 Corinthians
16:13-14 teaches:

 Watch ye (be awake, informed and actively cautious concerning the trickery, deceit, and
ludicrous strategies of the devil),
 stand fast (persevere, never give up) in the faith (hopeful trust in God’s Word),
 quit ye like men (act brave),
 be strong (increase in spiritual strength).
 Let all things be done with charity (brotherly love and benevolent good will).
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